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The incredibly complex, nuanced, and robust processes happening within cells allow them to adapt to their environment, proliferate, and communicate with their neighbors. These processes are mediated by a network of bio-molecules that regulate each others’ activity and expression. The sophistication of these natural systems make them intractable to recapitulate, let alone fully understand. An engineerable platform for the creation of predictable in vivo regulatory networks would make it significantly easier to access the potential biology has for human health, chemical manufacturing, and biosensing. This thesis discusses advances in engineering interconnected regulatory gene networks in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. These networks employ a version of CRISPR/Cas9, isolated from *Streptococcus pyogenes*, that has been optimized for transcriptional repression. This work develops a modular genetic unit composed of an engineered gRNA responsive promoters and a computationally designed gRNA expression platform. This thesis first discusses the computational methods used for RNA design. Then, how the CRISPR/Cas9 platform is used to build large networks composed of upwards of seven gRNA interactions. Finally, this work details how the platform was used to quantitatively characterize CRISPR/Cas9 systems, gRNA expression platforms, and to develop a novel ligand sensitive gRNA expression platform. The advances and insights gained in this work have impacts in transcriptional network design, Pol II gRNA expression and multi-gRNA CRISPR applications.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Cells make discrete and population-uniform decisions through sensing environmental and chemical cues. This is mediated by a process of genetic ‘computation’ where information is communicated through complex genetic interaction networks. These are highly connected networks made of small molecules, DNA, protein, and RNA on a scale that make them currently intractable to design de novo. The ability to engineer genetic decision networks as robust and precise as natural systems, would enable major advances in tissue engineering, cell-based analytics, and metabolic engineering. The field has made significant advances toward this goal by taking an electronics approach in which characterized, orthogonal, and modular components are composed with few interconnections to realize complex system behavior. In this vein many natural genetic parts, which activate or repress gene expression, have been identified, isolated, and characterized. Many classes of genetic parts have been characterized including native and engineered transcription factors, DNA recombinases, trans-acting RNA regulators, and cis-acting RNA regulators with many being assembled into larger systems. Unlike electrical systems however, biological circuits are subject to the complex and potentially resource limited environment of their host and additionally few classes of genetic parts are “portable” and only function in specific species or even specific strains.

A well characterized, modular, and portable framework for constructing biological circuits would be a boon for the field. This thesis will cover the advances that have been made to build engineered logical systems with CRISPRi transcriptional networks. This work merges computational design of portable RNA parts for the application of building a robust and extensible transcriptional network framework based on CRISPRi. The progress that has been made has implications for structured computational RNA design and CRISPR applications.
1.2 RNA as a Functional Molecule

Within the classic biological paradigm RNA served solely as a carrier of information from DNA to functional protein. But, since the 1980s this convention has been consistently challenged with the field accepting RNA as a dynamic, complex and structured genetic element that is essential for mediating biological activities, capable of catalysis and is used for cellular control schemes\textsuperscript{21}. Non-coding RNA is responsible for mediating mRNA splicing in eukaryotes (group I and II introns), the regulation of translation in prokaryotes (RBS) and eukaryotes (IRES), inhibiting and activating gene expression (sRNA), mediating chemical reactions (ribozymes), binding small molecules and proteins with high affinity (aptamers), efficiently linking sensing and actuating functionalities to dynamically regulate gene expression (riboswitches) and forming functional protein complexes (ribosome, Cas9)\textsuperscript{21}. These functions are encoded in a given RNA by both its sequence and structure\textsuperscript{22}. RNA forms complex tertiary structures due to non-covalent molecular interactions between its component nucleotides\textsuperscript{23}. Consequently, the formation of specific structures are dictated by the molecule’s thermodynamic landscape. This landscape, and an RNAs ability to traverse it, is influenced by the rate of its polymerization\textsuperscript{24}, the environmental conditions\textsuperscript{25,26}, and its interaction with other molecules. It is for these reasons that the influence RNA has on biological processes is actively studied in the field of systems and synthetic biology.

1.3 CRISPR-Cas

The discovery of the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) adaptive bacterial immune system is arguably one of the most important biological discoveries in modern times\textsuperscript{27}. CRISPR systems are generally composed of one or more proteins which function as an endonuclease that are targeted to specific DNA by one or more non-coding RNAs\textsuperscript{28}. Natively this mechanism is used to destroy foreign DNA within bacterial hosts. However, the real power of this platform is its functionality and engineerability. For the first time researchers have had access to an endonuclease that can be specifically addressed to DNA
through re-coding the sequence of a non-coding RNA, instead of building proteins with DNA specificity. Of the two classes and four types of CRISPR systems the type II CRISPR-Cas9 derived from *Streptococcus pyogenes* (spCas9) has been the most studied. This system naively consists of a unique clustered repeat RNA (crRNA), containing a 20 bp target sequence, a common trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA) and the spCas9 protein. After the tracrRNA and crRNA complex together they are bound by the spCas9. The target sequence of the crRNA specifically addresses the spCas9 to its target. The tracrRNA and crRNA have been successfully combined into a single guide RNA (gRNA)\(^29\). As a platform CRISPR-Cas9 has dramatically enhanced genome editing of mammalian cells\(^30\), has served as a novel antibacterial platform\(^31\) and has been used for high throughput phenotyping screens to identify functional genes\(^32,33\). spCas9 has additionally been mutated to remove its nuclease activity (dCas9) generating a protein scaffold that can be specifically targeted to DNA. dCas9, when targeted near the transcription start site of a promoter reduces gene expression through a system of steric interference in bacteria\(^34\) and mammalian cells\(^35\) (CRISPRi). In addition to this functional domains have been fused to dCas9 giving it new function, including transcription factor domains gene activation\(^36\) (CRISPRa), epigenetic modifying domains\(^37\), fluorescent proteins to dynamically image genome loci\(^38\) and endonuclease domains for higher fidelity genome modifications\(^39\). The applications of this technology is far reaching.

Of particular interest to this thesis is CRISPR-Cas9 being used a modular transcription factor (CRISPRi). Transcriptional networks can be made by using and expressed gRNA to target dCas9 to the promoter driving the transcription of another gRNA it. These CRISPRi repression networks have been built in bacteria\(^40\), mammalian cells\(^41\) and, in our hands, yeast cells\(^42\). These transcriptional networks are incredibly versatile in the fact that they are both regulated by and express gRNA. As a consequence it is possible to conceive of systems composed of hundreds of orthogonal connections all using the same genetic part, something unheard of only years ago.
1.4 Genetic circuits

An application of transcriptional networks is the creation of ‘genetic circuits.’ This is a framework which abstracts biological interactions so they may be used in more of an electrical engineering paradigm\(^\text{43}\). For example, the interaction between a transcriptional repressor and promoter could be viewed as a voltage attenuator, that decreases the “signal” (transcript) with increased expression of the repressor. Alternatively it could be viewed as single-input single-output Boolean NOT gate, where only if there is no repressor does “signal” (transcript) come from the promoter. In these kinds of frameworks the limits of expression, which could be transcription, translation, or gene-editing, are often considered to be “states.” These ideas are compelling to bioengineering because if a robust biological framework is established, well established electrical engineering principles can be applied to create complex logical systems.

Many classes genetic parts exhibit characteristics that are applicable for creating genetic circuits have been established\(^\text{44}\). There are two general classes of parts, those that behave in a digital manner and those that behave and analog manner. These distinctions have to do with how much induction of a part is required to achieve a shift from low-to-high or high-to-low states. Digital systems achieve this transition as soon as they start, whereas analog systems have long transitions\(^\text{45}\). Digital systems are useful when attempting to create logical systems, which conditionally change states. Analog systems are useful for analog computation\(^\text{18}\), or dynamically titrating a system output\(^\text{46}\). Significant progress has been in digital systems using recombinases to transpose DNA elements. These have been used to create a 16 input state machine in E. coli\(^\text{9}\) and a modular system for building Boolean logic and arithmetic in mammalian cells\(^\text{47}\). Though these systems have incredible efficacy they often result in permanent gene edits making them unsuited to any dynamic systems that may need to switch back. Significant developments have been made in analog control systems through the design and optimization of promoters and transcription factors\(^\text{44}\). These works use either native or engineered transcription factors and generally require tuning the level of expression based on promoter engineering\(^\text{46}\), characterizing the performance of many parts\(^\text{16}\), and building sophisticated models of component behaviors\(^\text{14,40,49}\). Additionally
there have been efforts to combine analog and digital parts to create multi-stage analog systems and comparators\textsuperscript{50,51}. Finally, the modular and easily reprogrammable CRISPRi platform has been used to construct genetic circuits in \textit{E. Coli}\textsuperscript{40}, mammalian\textsuperscript{41}, and \textit{S. cerevisiae}\textsuperscript{42} by using gRNA to target the expression of other gRNA.

Despite the numerous tools and several impressive demonstrations of their utility genetic circuit design is still very challenging\textsuperscript{52}. The creation of genetic circuits requires inputs and outputs of interacting biological parts to be perfectly matched\textsuperscript{44,53}. Though there have been impressive efforts which characterize large libraries of parts, predict how they will interact with one another and then build them\textsuperscript{16,48} this process is very time consuming and it is quite possible for the added components to react to one another, an effect referred to as retroactivity\textsuperscript{54–56}. Methods have been developed to ‘insulate’ genetic parts from retroactive effects\textsuperscript{59}, but are on suitable to a small class of genetic circuits and require genetic parts with specific characteristics that are limited in number. Though many classes of genetic parts have been characterized and used there are few examples of combining their functionality\textsuperscript{14,50,51}. This is because combining combining functionality requires very specific matching of component characteristics\textsuperscript{14}. There are also issues of genetic stability, it is rarely in the interest of cells to express many exogenous genes and consequently they will often mediate the breaking of the engineered systems\textsuperscript{57}. Finally, many genetic parts are not portable between organisms and in some cases between species. This means that excellent work done in a lab strain organism may forever be constrained to that specific organism context. On the whole, there is still much work left to do in the genetic design.

1.5 Organization of thesis

This thesis will cover the span of my research since joining the Carothers’ lab in 2012. This is mostly in chronological order with the projects I have undertaken. All of these chapters are connected through the theme of engineering and characterizing biological parts and systems. When I started I was only concerned with building tools for computational RNA design and now
as I am leaving I have applied these tools and developed new tools to study transcriptional networks in yeast.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of computational RNA design and its role in advancing the engineerability of biological systems for systems and synthetic biology. This covers many of the biological components that can and have been designed, covers some of the computational methods that are available for RNA design, details the design conventions that have been developed for in-house RNA design and finally discusses the computational package I have developed during my tenure, pyrfold. This python package contains a set of objects for use in creating RNA parts, a set of APIs for popular RNA folding applications and a set of analysis tools for processing RNA folding information. This chapter closes with some general insights that have come from computational RNA folding designs.

Chapter 3 introduces a modular framework for creating genetic logic in yeast using CRISPRi. This work was in collaboration the Klavin’s lab and was lead by Dr. Miles Gander. In this work an engineered gRNA responsive promoter containing two 20 bp target sites were combined with a ribozyme-gRNA-ribozyme (RGR) architecture to create a two-input one-output Boolean logic NOR gate. This modular NOR gate was used to build seven distinct other two-input one-output Boolean classifiers. Additionally these components were layered to create a seven layer repression cascade, the longest genetic cascade that has been constructed to date. Modeling and analysis of system dynamics revealed significant design features, including but not limited to, the time it takes to switch states and the systems sensitivity to input.

Chapter 4 uses the CRISPRi framework established in Chapter 3 as a platform to study the RGR Pol II gRNA expression platform and the CRISPRi transcriptional networks. Critical features of the RGR architectures were identified and eleven novel variations were created. A ligand inducible version of the RGR which substituted the 3’ ribozyme with a ligand inducible aptazyme was introduced. This RGA architecture was able to achieve up to 10 fold reduction in the RGA mediated activity upon ligand induction. In quantitative studies of limiting dCas9 it was found that co-expressed gRNA can compete for the shared dCas9 resource resulting in significant perturbations to system behavior. Finally this work demonstrates that CRISPRi
transcriptional networks can be modeled and the performance of large systems can be numerically estimated. Finally Chapter 5 contextualizes this work in the field and presents ideas for how this work can be continued.
Chapter 2. Computational RNA design

2.1 Introduction

*De novo* design of biological components with programmed behavior is the ultimate demonstration of understanding biology\(^{58}\). Unfortunately, due to the immense design space and complicated nature of biology, humanity is still far away from commanding this kind of understanding. Though still in the distance, some biological molecules and mechanisms are emerging as engineerable platforms. One of these platforms is RNA. It is a structured molecule capable of diverse biological functions mediated by its sequence and structure. Through directed evolution\(^{13,59}\) and rational design of functional RNA devices\(^{15,60}\) great advances have been made in the fields of synthetic biology and metabolic engineering. Apart from one-off and specific algorithms for designing specific RNA parts, there is a lack of easily accessible computational tools for the design of RNA. This Chapter will discuss some of the progress that has been made in computational RNA design and a collection of in-house tools that have been developed to aide in RNA design.

2.1.1 RNA function is derived from its sequence and structure

RNA structure formation is a product of its sequence and the environment in which it is folded. RNA is composed of four ribonucleic acid bases A, U, C, and G. These bases fold onto themselves to form complex and functional three-dimensional structures. The ultimate structure formed is mediated by the thermodynamics of non-covalent chemical interactions between these bases. As the dominate force holding RNA molecules together is hydrogen bonding these structures are highly influenced by salt content, pH and temperature of the environment. The structure of RNA forms hierarchically. First, on the order of microseconds, linear RNA will form secondary structure. Then, on the order of milliseconds, the RNA will form tertiary structure
Consequently and conveniently, the structure of RNA is dominantly dictated by its secondary structure and for the remainder of this Chapter we will exclusively consider secondary structure. As RNA folds onto itself it will form various secondary structure motifs, such as helix stems, loops, and junctions. These structural elements when considered together for a topology\textsuperscript{61} and these topologies when combined with conserved sequence result in specific activity. After synthesis, RNA will attempt to fold into its most stable structure. Unfortunately, the finite lifespan of RNA (~10 minutes\textsuperscript{62}) limit and RNAs ability to fold into this structure.

As an RNA molecule attempts to fold into its most thermodynamically favorable structure it will likely make “mistakes” causing it misfold and potentially get kinetically trapped in sub-optimal structures (Figure 2.1). The time required unfold and refold towards the correct structure is often not accessible given the short RNA lifespan. Even more confounding is that RNA is transcribed a single base at time DNA template. Moreover, the rate of polymerization can vary from 10 nt/s in mammalian systems to 300 nt/s in in vitro systems. Consequently, RNA sequence folds outside of its full context, an effect that potentially biases non-optimal RNA structure formation. Importantly, these seemingly confounding aspects of RNA folding have been overcome through natural evolution of RNA sequences in context. Theoretical and experimental work has been done which shows that the efficiency of the HDV ribozyme folding into its active structure is significantly influenced by rate of polymerase\textsuperscript{63}. Additionally, new experimental RNA structure studies have shown that co-transcriptional processing enables aptamer binding to a ligand by allowing it to fold first opposed to it folding simultaneously\textsuperscript{24} and have shown that RNA folding decisions are encoded by co-transnational processing\textsuperscript{64}.

Of the many classes of RNA parts, its very likely that their activity is in someway determined by its sequence the structures it adopts. We consider an RNA part to be a sequence of RNA that can be characterized and that carries out a specific biochemical task. Consider the self-cleaving hammerhead ribozyme that mediates phosphodiester isomerization of itself resulting in practical terms to RNA cleavage. For many years after the hammerhead ribozyme was first discovered in 1982\textsuperscript{65} research was mostly concerned with the “minimal sequence” that was required to achieve catalysis. However, in 2003 researchers figured out that additional RNA
sequence that encoded higher order structure greatly enhanced its rates of cleavage. Only after considering the structure of the hammerhead ribozyme could practical applications be developed. RNA structure interactions are essential to RNA parts that function through trans RNA-RNA interactions, like sRNA and siRNA. These non-coding RNA are targeted to bind to RNA molecules by having long stretches of highly complementary sequences. However, this process can be confounded by the *cis* structure each RNA has. This process will only happen if the net change of free energy between both RNA molecules unfolding and then complexing to each other is negative. The role of RNA structure is so important that it is now common to search genomes looking for sequence which are likely to form a specific structural topologies which resemble known classes of RNA parts.

![Figure 2.1: The structured and probabilistic life of RNA](image)

An RNA molecule (purple balls) folds towards its lowest energy state during the course of its life. The purple lines represent the stability of its structure as a function of time. Each line represents a possible structure path that the same RNA sequence might take.
2.1.2 Computational methods for RNA structure prediction

The secondary structure of RNA can be predicted with three classes of tools: comparative, non-comparative and folding-path. Comparative algorithms predict the structure of a family of RNA sequences. These tools take a set of aligned RNA sequences and discern the RNA regions that commonly interact between all members. This analysis is useful when trying to identify the conserved structure that is associated within a family of RNA part\textsuperscript{68}. Additionally these tools have been able to identify transient structure that RNA fold into during co-transcription that are conserved across species\textsuperscript{69}. Though these methods are useful for identify the essential structural elements they cannot be used to predict the structure a given sequence of RNA would fold into give a sequence alone.

Non-comparative methods allow for the \textit{de novo} estimation of RNA structure. These tools employ quantitative thermodynamic data to predict structures a given RNA sequence would fold into. They are commonly used to predict the most stable structure, referred to as the minimum free energy (MFE) structure. Though this metric has been historically useful, it is unlikely that an RNA molecule forms this structure, especially if it is long (>100 bp). This is due to the probabilistic nature of the RNA searching its accessible conformational space that is dictated its thermodynamics and the strong likelihood that the RNA will assume structures that it becomes kinetically trapped in. That being said more tools are being created which consider the partition function of all possible structures, the centroid structure, and structures that are potentially trapped in their non-ideal structure state\textsuperscript{70–73}. Though these are effect the fail to consider any dynamics of structure formation.

To attempt to capture the kinetics of RNA folding a class of thermodynamic tools known as folding-path have been developed. These tools use thermodynamic rules to estimate the rates of kinetic transitions that a given RNA molecule can undertake. In general these tools account for co-transcriptional folding pathways and the possibilities that local structural elements will be ‘kinetically’ trapped in non MFE structures. The use of these have provided significant insight into the consequences of polymerase speed for RNA part functions\textsuperscript{69,74} and have been used to
inform the creation of RNA parts\textsuperscript{15}. Unfortunately these tools are mostly probabilistic in nature, requiring many simulations to be run per sequence to estimate the full scope of the folding landscape. This is compounded by the fact that these simulations are more computationally intensive to run.

2.1.3 Examples of computational RNA design

Computational RNA design is primarily concerned with cis or trans functionality, here we will discuss cis functionality. Cis RNA designs are concerned with incorporating all necessary elements of behavior into a single RNA part. In this vein, research groups were able to take characterized aptamers, an RNA part that binds a ligand with high affinity, and combine them with the known architecture of a terminator to create novel riboswitches\textsuperscript{75}. Similarly, regions of a mammalian IRES that are critical for functional folding were made to only fold in the presence of a small molecule by incorporating a ligand sensing aptamer into the IRES sequence\textsuperscript{76}. The ribosome binding site (RBS) has been designed using thermodynamic folding simulations to optimize the local structure that is formed is minimized and to facilitate interactions between Shine-Dalgarno sequence and the ribosome\textsuperscript{60}. Additionally, thermodynamic simulations have been used to program interactions between the target sequence of gRNA and a cis RNA which is either severed by an endoribonuclease\textsuperscript{77} or a cis encoded aptazyme\textsuperscript{78}. Finally, cis RNA design has been applied to part insulation where sequences upstream and downstream of a characterized part are used to bias it to fold into its correct structure\textsuperscript{15,42,79}.

2.1.4 Challenges that still exist

Though RNA has been studied extensively and we possess the tools to predict the secondary structure that RNA forms, there are still many challenges. First, the RNA design space is massive, scaling with $4^n$. This means that even with perfectly efficient computational folding simulations, searching all of design space is still prohibitively time consuming. Additionally the RNA folding landscape is rugged. Meaning that there are many local optimum and local minimum. There have been some impressive tools created that take a set of structural and
sequence constraints as inputs and then generate RNA sequences which satisfy these constraints\cite{80}, but it is still challenging to incorporate kinetic constrains into these systems.

2.2 Pyrfold a python package for RNA design

To address some of these issues I have developed Pyrfold, a python package for the design and characterization of RNA parts. This package has three primary functions: designing RNA parts with structural constrains for the purpose of design, simulating how those given sequence elements will fold, and analyzing the resulting data. Here I will detail some of the functionality.

2.2.1 RNA part design

As previously stated structured RNA parts consist of of structured and unstructured elements. Towards the goal of designing structured RNA parts I created a set of python objects that allow for the specification of single stranded RNA. In general, these RNA objects consider RNA at the level of sequence or at the level of a device. A device is multiple sequences stitched together to either form a functional part or to put a part in context.

2.2.1.1 design.RNA.Unpaired()

This the most basic RNA object. It allows for the specification of unpaired sequence. For the purpose of this and all subsequent tools unpaired means that it has no dependence on any other stretch of sequence. This object allows for the specification of the its length range and the range of GC content that are allowed. After specification of the object its sequence can be randomized using the .randomize() call. This will generate a new sequence based on the initialized constraints.
2.2.1.2 design.RNA.Helix()

This object allows for the specification of structured sequences. This object contains two stretches of linear RNA that have sequence that are dependent on each-other. The 5’ helix is refereed to as ‘helix0’ and the 3’ helix is refereed to as ‘helix1.’ Again the length of this helix can be specified and its GC content can be specified. Once specified this object can be used to generate either helix0 or helix1 from the sequence identity of the other using .generate_helix(). This function call has an option that allows for the random substitution of U bases for C bases, allowing the indirect design of G:U wobble base-pairing. Finally this object has a .randomize() function which will generate a random helix given the constraints it was initialized with.

2.2.1.3 design.RNA.Device()

Finally the above RNA objects are used within an RNA Device object. This object is used to define many RNA sequence elements needed to create a functional RNA part or an RNA part in sequence context. This object is first specified with a list of RNA sequences and a list of names which correspond to those sequences. After initializing the object, it is possible to define any of the RNA sequences to be unpaired or in a helix confirmation. When a specific RNA sequence is defined as such, the previously discussed constraints can be applied. Now the RNA.Device object has a global .randomize_parts() call where every sequence element that can be randomized is randomized. It is also possible to only randomize a single RNA sequence and to change the sequence of a part. Any section of RNA sequence within the device can be queried using .part_sequence(), which will return the sequence of the specified part or .windowed_sequence() which will return all sequence in the upstream and downstream window that is given. Finally these Device objects can be used to generate kinefold simulation specifications which will be discussed in more detail later.
2.2.2 RNA simulation

This package has a set of function calls which are used to fold RNA sequences. These include a suite of non-comparative simulations which use viennaRNA functions\textsuperscript{72} and an extensive set of functions for deploying the folding-path simulation tool kinefold\textsuperscript{81} on a computational cluster.

2.2.2.1 ViennaRNA wrapper

ViennaRNA is a fully featured RNA C based simulation tool. For this my work I have created a basic wrapper to access the RNAfold subroutine. This tool can be used to generate the minimum free energy structures (fold.vienna.mfe_plus()) or the maximum expected accuracy functions (fold.vienna.mea_plus()). Both functions return information on the entire partition of structures that can be formed.

2.2.2.2 Kinefold tools

Co-transcriptional folding simulations are very useful for RNA design. In my work I have dominantly used the tool Kinefold. The timescale of Kinefold simulations are on the order of 10s to 100s of seconds. Consequently, simulations must be run on a super computing cluster if they are to be used for design. We developed a suite of python code to parallelize kinefold folding simulations on a Terascale Open-source Resource and QUe manage (TORQUE) system. This consists of a collection of tools which convert raw kinefold output to robust python objects which map simulation time to standard dotbracket representations of structure. Though this package has only been tested on Hyak it should be possible to port this functionality to other compute clusters\textsuperscript{79}. The basic framework for Kinefold is presented in Figure 2.2. A human readable .csv file of all requested simulations is used to create a folder hierarchy that is then processed on a cluster. A collection of processing scripts were created to convert the output of kinefold into a python accessible data structure. This involves aggregating many simulations together in such a way that they can be used to generate folding trace data.
Pyrfold contains a TimeCouresStructure() object that is used to generate folding-trace data from kinefold simulations. Folding-trace data describes the structure a given sequence of RNA forms over time. As it is very difficult to visualize the many possible structures that are formed by an entire sequence of RNA over a period of time, a method of windowing a specific subset of sequence was developed. An application of this method would be to find all of the structures a given RNA part assumes during the course of the simulation. Consider the example folding trace data in Figure 2.3A, where during the course of the simulation there are two structures which represent 100% of the population. The metrics of maximum observed fraction folded, the average fraction folded, and the final fraction folded give rough estimates of these kind of dynamics (Figure 2.3B). Importantly when dealing with folding trace data many simulations are required to fully appreciate the folding dynamics (Figure 2.3C). These analysis methods make it easy to search for specific structures within sequences.
2.3 Conclusions

Computational design of RNA can be used to great effect when designing new devices or moving a characterized RNA part from one context to another. The computational process to do this is not clearly defined. Consequently it is challenging to accurately specifying and modifying sequences, simulating the folds of the RNA, and processing the data. Folding path simulations are especially inaccessible. Here, the folding package pyrfold was introduced. Multiple objects have been created which aide in the design of structured RNA. These tools facilitate rapid and simple creation of candidate RNA sequences with user specified sequence variation. Additionally tools for simulating and subsequently analyzing the data are also introduced. On the whole, these contributions should help to accelerate someones ability to go from concept to computational RNA design. All code can be found in APPENDIX A.
Chapter 3. Digital logic circuits in yeast with CRISPR-dCas9 NOR gates

3.1 Attribution

The following chapter has been adapted from:


My primary contributions to this work was computational RNA design for the creation of the ten RGR and ten iRGR devices. I performed sensitivity analysis on the impact parameter changes had on model performance, both for the predicted dynamic range of the system and the time to half max of the system.

3.2 Abstract

Natural genetic circuits enable cells to make sophisticated digital decisions. Building equally complex synthetic circuits in eukaryotes remains difficult, however, because commonly used components leak transcriptionally, do not arbitrarily interconnect or do not have digital responses. Here, we designed dCas9-Mxi1-based NOR gates in Saccharomyces cerevisiae that allow arbitrary connectivity and large genetic circuits. Because we used the chromatin remodeller Mxi1, our gates showed minimal leak and digital responses. We built a combinatorial library of NOR gates that directly convert guide RNA (gRNA) inputs into gRNA outputs,
enabling the gates to be ‘wired’ together. We constructed logic circuits with up to seven gRNAs, including repression cascades with up to seven layers. Modelling predicted the NOR gates have effectively zero transcriptional leak explaining the limited signal degradation in the circuits. Our approach enabled the largest, eukaryotic gene circuits to date and will form the basis for large, synthetic, cellular decision-making systems.

3.3 Introduction

Living cells make decisions based on information processing genetic programmes. Many of these programmes execute digital functions\textsuperscript{82–89}. The capability to build synthetic digital systems in living cells could allow engineers to build novel decision-making regulatory networks for use in a variety of applications\textsuperscript{90}, ranging from gene therapies that modify cell state based on sensed information\textsuperscript{91,92} to entirely new developmental programmes for tissue engineering\textsuperscript{4,93}. In electronics a compositional approach has allowed the construction of digital circuits of great complexity to be quickly designed and implemented. Here, we have developed set of low-variability genetic parts that can be routinely composed to create large digital circuits in yeast cells.

Genetic components that implement simple logical operations, which in principle could be interconnected to form complex logic functions, have been demonstrated\textsuperscript{16,40,41,94–100}. DNA-binding domains (DBDs) such as zinc fingers and TALEs (transcription activator-like effectors) have been used to construct libraries of transcription factors in eukaryotes \textsuperscript{8,98,101–103}. However, scaling with DBDs in eukaryotes has been difficult because of challenges in synthesizing libraries of orthogonal parts\textsuperscript{104,105}. Libraries of DBD-based parts have been shown in prokaryotes, but extensive part characterization and computer-aided design (CAD) was necessary to identify part combinations that yielded functional logic circuits\textsuperscript{16}. Recently, programmable and orthogonal CRISPR-dCas9 transcription factors have been employed\textsuperscript{34,35,40,41,106–108} to build up to five component circuits using dCas9-mediated repression in prokaryotes\textsuperscript{40}. Transcriptional repression in these circuits is likely due to steric hindrance of RNA polymerase by dCas9.
Although dCas9 allows for programmable interconnections, its response function is leaky leading to signal degradation when layered\textsuperscript{40}. Site-specific recombinases have been employed in genetic circuits as a means to reduce leak\textsuperscript{51,109,110}, but there are a limited number of such enzymes restricting the scalability of this approach. Here, we address these issues, advancing the art of engineering living digital circuits by focusing on two main engineering goals. First, we built a universal, single-gene NOR logic gate; the NOR gates are functionally complete\textsuperscript{111} and as such can be composed to implement any logic function. Crucially, the input and output signals of our gates have the same molecular types while still being programmable so that, as in electronics, gates can be wired together. To achieve this, we made use of the CRISPR-dCas9 system: the signals in our framework are guide RNAs (gRNAs) whose sequences specifically match up to programmable target sequences on our NOR gate promoters.

Second, we required a consistent ‘OFF’ state for our NOR gates. To achieve this, we used the chromatin remodelling repression domain Mxi1 to take advantage of the eukaryotic cell’s ability to repress gene expression, by fusing this domain to dCas9\textsuperscript{35}. The Mxi1 domain is thought to recruit histone deacetylases\textsuperscript{112,113}, and with it we observed strong transcriptional repression in our circuits. The strong and consistent ‘OFF’ behaviour we observe with our NOR gates is a key factor that allows them to be composed into larger circuits by minimizing accumulation of transcriptional leak with every added layer. A mathematical model of our NOR gates predicts that they have effectively no transcriptional leak in their OFF states. We show that with low leak there exist parameters that allow our NOR gates to be composed without significant signal degradation. More importantly, we show experimentally that we can build a variety of digital logic circuits composed of up to five NOR gates and seven internal gRNA wires, as well as cascades of gates with up to seven layers that still have digital responses according to our specifications.

In summary, we developed low-variability single-gene NOR gates that can be regularly interconnected into arbitrary topologies that implement large digital circuits in yeast cells. Neither meticulous characterization of individual parts nor sophisticated design tools were necessary to find combinations of NOR gates that conferred functional circuits. Because the
technology is essentially generic and easy to rewire, it can in principle be used to implement arbitrary internal logic for a variety of synthetic cellular decision-making systems, such as those being explored for diagnostics\textsuperscript{92,114}, therapeutics\textsuperscript{115}, and development\textsuperscript{115}.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 NOR gate architecture

We built a universal, single-gene logic gate, in our case a NOR gate (Figure 3.1a). The NOR gate outputs are then gRNAs that match the target sequences on other NOR gate promoters (Figure 3.1b). Our NOR gates are genomically integrated into yeast cells (Figure 3.1c). We avoided using RNA polymerase (Pol) III promoters to express gRNAs\textsuperscript{116–119} because they have low expression levels relative to Pol II promoters and are more difficult to engineer\textsuperscript{120,121}. By programming the NOR gate input target sequences and output gRNA sequences in a set of gates, we were able to construct a variety of circuit topologies (Figure 3.1d).

Second, we required a consistent ‘OFF’ state for our NOR gates that corresponded to complete or near complete repression of the output promoter (Figure B.1). we used the chromatin remodelling repression domain Mxi1 to take advantage of the eukaryotic cell’s ability to repress gene expression, by fusing this domain to dCas9\textsuperscript{35} (Figure 3.2a). When compared with a number of repression domains, Mxi1 showed the strongest repression (Figure B.2). Our results suggest that such repression provides a significantly improved and more consistent ‘OFF’ signal compared with repression via steric hindrance (Figure 3.2b), in which dCas9 is interfering with transcriptional initiation, but is not remodelling chromatin. A mathematical model of our NOR gates, fit to both steady-state and time response data, predicts them have effectively zero transcriptional leak in their OFF states. Additionally, the model predicts that repression via steric hindrance leaks more than repression via dCas9-Mxi1 (Figure 3.2b).
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the NOR gate architecture and circuit composition.

(a) A NOR gate input stage consists of a Pol II pGRR promoter that is fully repressed by the binding of either one or both of its cognate gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1 complexes. The output stage of the NOR gate is a gRNA transcript, flanked by self-cleaving ribozymes (RGR). Cleavage sites are indicated by red arrows. The cleavage of the ribozymes prevents nuclear export of the gRNA, indicated by dotted grey arrow. (b) The process of NOR gate library construction. Our library consists of a set of 400 two-input pGRR promoters and 20 RGR outputs for a total of 8,000 possible NOR gates. (c) Genomically integrating NOR gates into *S. cerevisiae*. (d) Arbitrary circuits are constructed by integrating multiple NOR gates into a single strain.
Figure 3.2: Orthogonality and repression via dCas9-Mxi1

(a) A constitutive promoter drives expression of gRNAs paired with a combinatorial library of cognate promoters. Orthogonality of the gRNA guide sequences was tested by crossing the 20 pGRR,null promoters, each expressing GFP, with the 20 gRNAi, creating 400 different strains of yeast. Fluorescence values of each strain were measured using flow cytometry. Fluorescence values from one biological replicate are displayed in the matrix. (b) Dose response curves are shown for repression via dCas9-Mxi1 and dCas9 repression via steric hindrance of pGRR driving GFP at three separate positions in the promoter. The three positions are annotated on the pGRR promoter representation. At all three positions, at maximal induction, dCas9-Mxi1 represses the promoter to a lower fluorescence level than dCas9 alone. Model fits predicted the parameter value $L$, representing transcriptional leak, for all curves. At all three positions the predicted $L$ value is as small or smaller for dCas9-Mxi1 than for steric repression. Error bars represent the s.d. of three biological replicates measured over three separate experiments.
Our approach allowed for the construction of the largest eukaryotic gene circuits, to the best of our knowledge, ever demonstrated (Table 3.1).

**Table 3.1: Synthetic circuit size comparison**

The best method for quantifying the size of synthetic biological circuits is an open question. Here we took the largest synthetic circuits constructed in recent publications and compared them with the two largest circuits from this paper. We separated the inputs to the circuits from internal components. We also counted the number of connections between the internal components. By our definition, a ‘part’ is a molecular species that carries information necessary for the internal function of the circuit (as opposed to a helper protein such as Cas9). A ‘connection’ is a molecular interaction between parts that propagates information within the circuit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>No. of gates/parts</th>
<th>No. of connections</th>
<th>No. of inputs</th>
<th>Circuit complexity $(gates^2 + connections^2)^{1/2}$</th>
<th>Functionally complete parts?</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cascade circuit</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen et al.²²</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>E. coli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qian et al.²⁰</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td><em>in vitro</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR circuit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xie et al.¹¹</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mammalian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auslander et al.⁷¹</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mammalian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regot et al.²²</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Multicellular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissim et al.³³</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mammalian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton et al.¹⁹</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>E. coli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen et al.¹⁸</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>E. coli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiani et al.²⁰</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mammalian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gate NOR$_{i,j,k}$, with input signals $r_i$ and $r_j$ and output $r_k$, consists of a gRNA-responsive Pol II promoter (pGRR$_{i,j}$) input stage, driving an output stage, ribozyme-flanked gRNA (RGR$_k$) (Figure 3.1a). According to NOR logic, $r_k$ is high only when both $r_i$ and $r_j$ are low. A signal, $r_i$, is defined as a gRNA complexed with a dCas9-Mix1 fusion protein that confers strong transcriptional repression when bound to DNA. The gRNA signals are distinguished by their unique 5’ guide sequence. A 20-component library of signals defining $r_1$–$r_{20}$ was used in this work (Figure B.1). The pGRR$_{i,j}$ promoter contains two, 20 base-pair (bp) target sites that match $r_i$ and $r_j$, respectively. Since we designed 20 signals, there are $20^2 = 8,000$ total NOR gates in the set. A NOR$_{i,j,k}$ functions as a NOT$_{j,k}$ if the pGRR$_{i,j}$ contains two identical target sites, if the pGRR$_{i,j}$ contains only one target site from the 20 component library (pGRR$_{inull}$) or if $r_i$ is simply not used in the circuit. A target sequence of ‘null’ refers to a pGRR that contains a target sequence that does not match any gRNA used in the containing circuit.
3.4.2 Input stage promoter design

The pGRR$_{ij}$ promoter is tightly repressed when gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1 is bound to one or both of its two 20 bp target sites. The core region of the pGRR$_{ij}$, the minimal pCYC1 promoter, was chosen based on its successful use with dCas9 in the past$^{107}$. Because the promoter has relatively low expression levels and we wanted its output to have a strong ON output when not repressed, an upstream activating sequence (UAS) from the strong pGPD promoter$^{122}$ was added, forming the base pGRR promoter. The UAS increased the unrepressed expression level of the pGRR output by approximately threefold while maintaining the same OFF state expression level in the presence of r$_i$ and r$_j$, further separating the digital ON and digital OFF levels (Figure B.3a). A pGRR promoter map highlighting all relevant sequence features is included in Figure B.4. A library of 11 pGRR$_{ij}$ promoters, with i and j chosen from the 20 guide sequences, showed limited expression variability when driving GFP, with an 18% s.d. from the mean (Figure B.3b) Of the 20 pGRR$_{i\text{null}}$:GFP constructs (i ranging from 1 to 20), 16 were repressed to or near the level of Saccharomyces cerevisiae autofluorescence in the presence of the corresponding signal r$_i$ (Figure B.1).

3.4.3 Output stage RNA design

Two different RNA pol II expression methods were used in this work (Figure B.5). The first was an RGR design utilizing a 5’ minimal hammerhead ribozyme (mHH) and a 3’ hepatitis delta virus ribozyme (HDV), flanking the gRNA$^{123}$. The second was an ‘insulated’ RGR (iRGR) with the mHH replaced by an avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBV) ribozyme. Both designs are intended to post-transcriptionally remove nuclear export signals, the 5’ cap and 3’ poly-A tail$^{124,125}$. It has been shown that RNA device folding can be insulated from surrounding sequence context through computational sequence selection$^{15,126}$. Ten guide sequences were chosen for the RGR architecture that were computationally predicted to confer proper folding of the mHH 5’ ribozyme. Ten more guide sequences were chosen for the iRGR context whose ASBV 5’ ribozyme is predicted to fold properly regardless of guide sequence. We observed similar levels of dCas9-Mxi1-mediated repression with gRNAs expressed from both iRGR and RGR.
constructs (Figure B.6). Interestingly, RGR transcripts lacking a 5’ ribozyme also showed dCas9-Mxi1-mediated repression. These results are consistent with previous studies that indicate a majority of 5’ extended gRNA target sequences are processed to 20 nucleotides\(^{127}\). No significant crosstalk was observed when all \(r_{1-10}\) (RGR design) and \(r_{11-20}\) (iRGR design) were paired with all pGRR\(_{1-20,\text{null}}\):GFP among noncognate pairs (Figure 3.2a and Figure B.7). Out of 20 total RGRs (RGR\(_{1-10}\) and iRGR\(_{11-20}\)) when targeted to their cognate pGRR\(_{1-20,\text{null}}\):GFP constructs, 16 repressed fluorescence to or near the level of autofluorescence for \(S.\) cerevisiae (Figure B.1).

### 3.4.4 Logic circuits

As a demonstration of the complex circuits possible with our NOR gates, six two-input, one-output digital logic circuits were built by integrating up to five NOR gate cassettes into various selectable loci in the yeast genome (Figure 3.3a–f). The output of each circuit was made observable by having the last NOR gate drive the expression of GFP. The circuits were constructed from the 16 guide sequences of the 20-component library that exhibited the strongest repression (Figure B.1). The truth table for each gate was experimentally obtained by constructing four separate strains, one for each pair of possible input values, in which the corresponding gRNA input signals were expressed from constitutive promoters (Table B.2). We observed fluorescence intensity differences in the digital ON and OFF states in various circuits. To distinguish circuit state, value bands for digital ON, OFF and Undefined, fluorescence values were determined with the 16 guide sequences and their cognate pGRR promoters used in circuit construction (Figure B.8). For the state of a circuit to be considered ON or OFF we specified that a majority of cell population fall in the expected fluorescence band. Population fraction tables for all circuits can be found in Table B.3. Circuits containing different NOR gate variants can exhibit a range of behaviours. For example, 15 versions of the XOR, from Figure 3.3e, constructed using different NOR gates exhibited a range of performance (Figure B.9). We hypothesize that circuit performance variations are due to expression differences in the pGRR promoters and repression efficiency variations of the gRNA in the individual NOR gates of the circuit.
Figure 3.3: NOR gate-based logic circuits

(a–f) Six different two-input logic circuits constructed by interconnecting NOR gates. For each of the four input possibilities (- - , - +, + - , and + +), a distinct strain was constructed with the corresponding inputs expressed off of constitutive promoters (for logical +), or not integrated at all (for logical -). Fluorescence values were collected using flow cytometry of cells growing in log phase. The histograms represent population fraction from three different biological replicates measured during a single experiment and were normalized so that area sums to unity. Fluorescence population ratios of the circuits are included in the Table B.3.
3.4.5 Cascades

To test the limits of size and complexity our NOR gate circuits can achieve inverter cascades of depth one through seven were composed with NOT gates (Figure 3.4a). The cascade of depth D was made by the addition of a NOT gate to repress the input stage of the depth D–1 cascade. Each successive addition of a NOT gate inverter resulted in switching the behaviour of the output GFP expression. As seen previously with the two-input logic circuits, there is considerable variability within the ON and OFF states. However, circuits that are expected to exhibit ON or OFF behaviour are clearly distinguishable from one another according to our digital ON and OFF specification. As cascade depth increased the fluorescence levels of the OFF states for all of the odd depth cascades increased. Similarly, except for the cascade of depth 6, as cascade depth increased the fluorescence levels of the ON states decreased. This suggests a gradual degradation of circuit function as the number of layers increased. Similar behaviour was also observed for other repression cascades that were constructed (Figure B.10). Alternative versions of 6 gRNA cascades were constructed and showed variability in their levels of ON (Figure B.11).

To investigate the temporal characteristics of the inverter cascades, we analysed the kinetics of cascades of depth one through four. A β-estradiol-inducible promoter was used to activate transcription of the input gRNA and GFP expression was periodically measured over the course of 30 h of log phase growth (Figure 3.4b). With increasing cascade depth, a clear delay in output response was evident, with the cascades reaching half-maximal expression at 4.1±0.5, 10.8±1.0, 12.0±1.2 and 17.8±1.0 h (residual s.d. deviation) for cascades of depth one through four respectively. The dose response curves of the four cascades were also measured after passaging cells over 5 days (Figure 3.4c). Consistent with the steady-state cascades, the induction of a gRNA targeting the input of the cascade switched the output of the cascade from OFF to ON (even depth cascades) or from ON to OFF (odd depth cascades). Some signal degradation with successive layers was observed (Figure 3.4c), suggesting a limit to the possible depth of the cascades.
Figure 3.4: Repression cascade characterization

(a) Repression cascades of one to seven gRNAs. Cascades were created with sequential genomic integrations of NOT gates. The final output of each cascade is a NOT gate that expresses GFP. Each NOT gate represses the output of a subsequent NOT gate. Cascades with an even number of layers express a high level of GFP, creating a digital ON output, and odd depth cascades express low levels of GFP, creating a digital OFF output. Fluorescence measurements were taken using flow cytometry. The histograms represent population fraction from three different biological replicates measured during a single experiment and were normalized so that area sums to unity. Fluorescence population ratios of the circuits are included in Table B.3.  
(b) Temporal dynamics for cascades of one to four gRNAs. Expression of the input gRNA was induced with β-estradiol. A model of the cascade, in which each layer is treated as a Hill function, was used to fit the data. The plot shows the data from one biological replicate. As the number of layers in the cascade increases, signal degradation and increased time to steady-state is observed.  
(c) The steady-state response function for the four inducible cascades. Error bars represent the s.d. of three biological replicates measured over three separate experiments.  
(d) A representation of the model. The model was used to generate the fits for the steady-state and kinetic inducible cascade experiments.

\[ r_{d} = b \left( \frac{\nu}{1 + \left( \frac{\nu}{k} \right)^{n_d}} - c_d \right) \]
\[ r_{d} = b \left( \frac{\nu_{d-1}}{1 + \left( \frac{\nu_{d-1}}{k} \right)^{n_d}} + L_d - c_d \right) \]
\[ \sigma \in \{1, \ldots, D-1\} \]
\[ \alpha = \alpha \left( \frac{1 - L}{1 + r_{d-1}} + L - \alpha \right) \]
3.4.6 Mathematical modeling

A kinetic model was constructed to capture the behaviour of our synthetic cascades. The model combines successive Hill functions to represent simple transcription and repression associated with each gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1 signal. The parameters $v_d$ and $k_d$ roughly capture expression and repression strengths of the promoters driving each gRNA-dCas9- Mxi1 signal, $r_d$. The parameter $L$ represents the transcriptional leak as a percentage of the maximal expression of a given gate when maximally repressed parameters $n$ and $b$ capture the cooperativity of repression. Degradation/dilution of gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1 signals respectively (Figure 3.4d). The steady-state dose response and kinetic time course for inducible cascade data were both fit to the model (Figure 3.4b,c). Due to the different growth conditions of the steady-state and kinetic cascade experiments, two separate model fits were generated for each experiment. As inducible cascades were built in such a way that they shared many of the same pGRR and gRNA components (Figure 3.4b), parameters for the one-, two-, three- and four-layer cascades were shared between the models and fit simultaneously. To address potential model identifiability issues parameter values were constrained based on published biological values (Table B.4). The fitting results were found to correlate well with the experimental data. The measured $\sim 18\%$ s.d. from the mean for the promoter strength values matches well with the $\sim 24\%$ s.d. from the mean of the promoter strength parameters, $v_d$ (Table B.4).

Model fits of the steady-state and time course data predict the transcriptional leak of repression due to dCas9-Mxi1, the value of $L$, to be effectively zero, $L = 0.6\pm0.1\%$ (s.d.), equivalent to the production of roughly one transcript every 5 to 10 cell divisions. The reported value of $L$ was calculated as the average of the predicted transcriptional leak from the model fits from Figure 3.2b. To demonstrate the ability of dCas9-Mxi1 to decrease transcriptional leak compared with steric repression via dCas9, gRNA dose response curves of repression at three pGRR promoter target site positions were performed using dCas9 and dCas9-Mxi1 (Figure 3.2b). At maximal induction, dCas9-Mxi1 represses the promoter to a lower fluorescence level than dCas9 alone at all three positions. Repression via steric hindrance showed promoter positional variations in predicted leak parameter values. The observed positional variation is consistent
with previous results. In all three positions dCas9-Mxi1 was predicted to have the same or lower leak parameter $L$. These data indicate that in the context of our NOR gates, dCas9-Mxi1 confers stronger and more consistent repression than dCas9 alone. Alternative plots comparing dCas9 and dCas9-Mxi1 repression as a function of inducible promoter activation driving gRNA are included in Figure B.12.

![Figure 3.5: Model predictions and analysis of repression cascades](image)

(a) Simulations of time to half-maximal response using the model. Increasingly layered cascades show a positive linear relationship between circuit time to half-maximal response and circuit depth, with a slope of $184.9\pm0.2$ (s.e.m.) min layer$^{-1}$. The first four data points highlighted in purple are experimental data from Figure 3.4. (b) Signal degradation, $\delta$, in a cascade increases as transcriptional leak of the gates increase. Boxplots of $\delta$ values were plotted with binned values of the leak parameter $L$. At values of $L < 1.75\%$ the spread of performance of the cascades is significantly larger. The bin containing the steady-state experimentally predicted value of dCas9-Mxi1, $L = 0.6 \pm 0.1\%$ (s.d.), is highlighted in purple. The bins highlighted in orange and yellow contain the predicted $L$ values for the steric repression measurements in Figure 3.2 of position 1, $L=25.0\%$, and position 3, $L=61.3\%$, respectively.

The temporal responses of the cascades were predicted from simulations using randomly sampled parameters within the range of the model fit. Parameter values for kinetic simulations were resampled from the model fit using the kinetic time course experimental data. Response times were found to rise linearly ($r^2=0.83$) with increasing circuit depth. Linear regression analysis estimated the slope of the increase in response time per layer to be equal to $184.9\pm0.2$ (s.e.m.) min layer$^{-1}$ (Figure 3.5a), consistent with our experimental results. Response delay was found to depend primarily on the degradation/dilution rate $\delta$ of gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1 (Figure B.13) that controls the overall timescale of the dynamics.

To extrapolate the model to predict the effect of leak on signal degradation for deeper cascades, cascades of various lengths were simulated, with increasing values of $L$, using randomly sampled parameter sets within the range of dose response experimental fits. Dynamic
range of a cascade length \( D, \rho_D \), was calculated for each cascade. Here dynamic range is defined as the log fold change change of the maximal and minimal response of a cascade,

\[
\rho_D = \log \left( \frac{\max(G)}{\min(G)} \right).
\]

A log-linear relationship was found between \( \rho_D \) and \( D \). This relationship was used to calculate the signal degradation, \( d \), representing the percent loss in dynamic range per each additional layer (Figure 3.5b).

Signal degradation was found to be largely dependent on the transcriptional leak parameter, \( L \) (Figure 3.5b and Figure B.12). As leak increases, \( \rho \), on average, increases. At values of \( L = 480\% \), the median value of \( d \) trends to \( \sim 80\% \). At values of \( L = 1.75\% \), the spread of performance of the cascades is significantly larger. In this range the performance of the cascade is more sensitive to other parameters in the model. Our estimate of leak from the dose response experiments, \( L = 0.6\pm0.1\% \) (s.d.), falls within the sensitive range, indicating the importance of utilizing well-performing NOR gates in large circuits built using our architecture. In addition, these data show the significance of reducing NOR gate leak when constructing larger circuits.
3.5 Discussion

We introduced a class of dCas9-based modular genetic NOR gates that behave digitally, have low variability and show minimal retroactivity or effects on cell growth. These features made these gates relatively easy to combine into Boolean logic circuits that are among the largest ever built in any organism. In particular, we found that most circuits in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 required that only a handful of gate combinations be screened to identify a functional design, and others required only one.

Table 3.1 compares our technology with selected published circuits. We measured circuit complexity with a combination of two metrics: the number of gates and the number of connections among gates, allowing us to locate circuits in a two-dimensional plot (Figure B.14). We can calculate a complexity score using the two metrics, complexity = \((\text{gates}^2 + \text{connections}^2)^{1/2}\). For example, the XOR gate had five gates and four connections, producing a complexity of \((5^2 + 4^2)^{1/2} = 6.4\), while the cascade has a complexity of \((7^2 + 1^2)^{1/2} = 9.2\). These complexities compare well with gene circuits developed in *Escherichia coli*, for example. Our NOR gates enabled extremely simple design and construction of large gene circuits. Before genetic circuits can be made much larger, however, many factors that influence the size and complexity of synthetic genetic circuits must be addressed.

First, the gates in any framework must be well behaved. Gates can suffer from retroactivity, where a downstream gate affects the behaviour of upstream gates to which it is not connected by design\(^{49,55,56}\). In this case it is quite difficult to design large circuits even with CAD because we may not know the source of the retroactivity, how to model it or how to design with it. In addition, gates can be highly variable, where the outputs levels of one gate do not match the input levels of the next. Electrical engineers call this an impedance mismatch. A recent paper\(^{16}\) addressed retroactivity by adding insulators to their gates. By meticulously characterizing the performance each gate, and using CAD, they were able to select compatible subsets of parts out of which they constructed circuits as large as those demonstrated here, despite gate
variability. Not all of the circuits predicted to work by the CAD tool functioned correctly, possibly due to residual retroactive effects, requiring the circuits to be screened for function. In contrast, our gates are considerably less variable and do not seem to be confounded by retroactive effects, at least in circuits with complexities <9.0. In such a case and when circuit sizes are small (<20 components) circuits are easy to design by hand since any subset of components from a library is likely to yield a functional circuit. Thus, in our case, the design problem is easy enough that extensive part characterization and CAD tools were not necessary at the circuit level (even though CAD tools such as standard DNA editors and secondary structure predictors for RNA were used at the sequence level).

Second, the host organism presents many unique challenges. Each organism can be thought of as a different computer operating system. Promoters, for example, in E. coli are ~60 bp of DNA long, and transcriptional regulation is a fairly well-understood process\(^\text{129}\). In contrast, the size of promoter and regulatory regions vary widely and can range from 250 bp to 10 kb in yeast and other eukaryotes. Transcriptional regulation in eukaryotes is complex, involving a variety of mechanisms including chromatin remodelling\(^\text{130–134}\), and understanding it remains a highly active area of research\(^\text{135}\). Therefore, unfortunately, any genetic circuit technology designed for one kingdom of life is unlikely to be easily ‘ported’ to another, especially those built on transcriptional or translational processes. Thus, directly comparing circuit architectures between organisms, as we did between yeast and E. coli in Table 3.1, is difficult. Nevertheless, we believe that because CRISPR-dCas9 functions in mammalian cells\(^\text{34,35,41,106,107,123}\) and the human Mxi1 repression domain has been used in synthetic contexts to regulate transcription in human cells\(^\text{35,112,113}\) our NOR gates could be ported into mammalian cells, with difficulties of strain engineering likely dominating.

Third, the method by which circuits are constructed and the genetic tractability of the host affects progress toward building large circuits. For example, the circuits we present here are all singly integrated into the yeast genome, because plasmid-based systems exhibit cell-to-cell variation in copy number. That made the process of building and testing strains slow, costly and cumbersome and in fact limited our ability to build circuits much larger than those shown here.
Larger circuits and large libraries of circuit variants will require that we develop, for example, one-pot assembly methods for large DNA constructs\textsuperscript{136}. Depending on the technology, such assemblies may be more or less difficult to harness. For example, our circuits currently benefit from the fact that the gates are integrated into disparate genetic locations that decreases the possibility of interference between gates due to chromatin remodelling\textsuperscript{133,137} and of yeast's tendency to recombine nearby homologous regions\textsuperscript{138}.

The success or failure of different approaches to building bigger circuits may depend on how well behaved, insulated, simple and scalable the input low-level devices and gates are. In addition, relaxing the requirement that circuits be digital, so that analogue or mixed analogue/digital circuits can be used when appropriate, will likely open up the design space, further increasing the size of the circuits we can build so that one day they can match the size and performance of natural genetic circuits.
3.6 Methods

3.6.1 Construction of yeast strains

Yeast transformations were carried out using a standard lithium acetate protocol\textsuperscript{68}. Yeast cells were made competent by growing 50 ml cultures in rich media to log growth phase, then spinning down the cells and washing with H2O. Next, linearized DNA, salmon sperm donor DNA, 50% polyethylene glycol and 1M LiOAc were combined with 50 ml of competent cells and the mixture was heat shocked at 42°C for 15 min. The cells were then spun down, supernatant was removed and they were resuspended in H2O and then plated on selective agar media. Transformations were done into MATa W303-1A and MATalpha W303-1B background strains. Matings of the MATa and MATalpha were performed by coculturing both mating types and plating the culture onto selective agar media.

3.6.2 RNA design

RGR and iRGR sequences were computationally designed to enable the 50 hammerhead ribozymes to fold into their target, functionally active, structures. ViennaRNA (RNAfold 2.1.9) was used to simulate long timescale (thermodynamic equilibrium) at an input temperature of 37°C. Kinefold (kinefold\_long\_static\_binary 20060404) was used to simulate short timescale folding (cotranscriptional folding) with inputs of low and high polymerization rates of 25 and 50 nt/s respectively, helix minimum free energy=6.346 kcal/mol and folded without pseudoknots or entanglements. A total of 12 Kinefold simulations were run for each candidate sequence and agglomerated to generate average folding trace data. Ribozyme target structures needed for both viennaRNA and Kinefold simulation evaluation were determined by folding ribozyme sequences (Minimal HH: 5’-NNNNNNCTGATGAGTCCGTGAGGACGAAACGAGTAAGCTCGT-CNNNNNN-3’ ASBV1: 5’-GGGACGGGCCCATCATCTATCTATCCCTGAAGAGAC GAAGGCTCCGCTAAGGCAAACCGTACGGATAAGGCGCCGTCC-3’) using RNAfold and Kinefold (melt and anneal of 1 min), respectively. RGR targeting sequences and iRGR insulating sequences were screened in specific 50 promoter contexts (pGAL1min: 5’-
AGTATCAACAAAAAATTGTTAATATACCTCTATACCTTTAACGTCAGGAGAAAAAC
TATACGGATTCTAGAACTTAGTGGATCTACAAA-3’, pAHD1: 5’-
CAAGCTATACCAAGCATAAATCAACTATCTCATAATACCTCTACCAACACACACTACATAGGATTCTAGAACTTAGTGGATCTACAAA-3’, pCYC1: 5’-
ACTATACTTTCTATAGACACACAAACACAAATACACACACTAATCTAGATATTTGGATCTAGAACTTAGTGGATCTACAAA-3’) and in the 3’ context of the targeting sequence and the gRNA handle sequence (gRNA handle: 5’-
GTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGACACCGAGTCGTTTTT-3’).

Randomly generated 20 bp candidate targeting sequences for RGR, of which the most 5’
6 bp defined the closing stem of the minimal HH ribozyme, were folded in the context of each
promoter to confirm that the target structure was present in the MFE structure (viennaRNA) and
that the target structure was present at > 90% in the RNA folding trace at both low and high
polymerase rates (Kinefold). Targeting sequences that enabled correct folding in the context of
each promoter were considered successful. For iRGRs, randomly generated 5’ and 3’ insulating
sequences were designed for each of the three promoter types and were screened for function in
the same manner. However, to select for the most robust insulating sequences, each was screened
against 75 randomly generated and 10 randomly generated 20 bp guide sequences using
viennaRNA and Kinefold, respectively.

3.6.3 Cytometry

Fluorescence intensity was measured with a BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer equipped with
a CSampler plate adapter using excitation wavelengths of 488 and 640nm and an emission
detection filter at 533nm (FL1 channel). A total of 10,000 events above a 400,000 FSC-H
threshold (to exclude debris) were recorded for each sample with and core size of 22mm using
the Accuri C6 CFlow Sampler software. Cytometry data were exported as FCS 3.0 files and
processed using the flowCore R software package and custom R scripts (Supplementary
Software 1) to obtain the mean FL1-A value at each data point.
3.6.4 Data collection for orthogonality matrix

Cytometry readings were taken with cultures inoculated into synthetic complete with cells from freshly struck out on agar. Colonies were picked from plates and grown for 3 h at 30°C before reads were taken.

3.6.5 Data collection for logic circuits and static cascades

Cells from saturated culture were diluted 1:100 into fresh media with a Beta Estradiol (be) concentration of 100 nm. Cytometry measurements were taken over an 30 h period. During the time course, cells were periodically diluted to keep them in log growth phase. Experimental data collected for steady state were measured for four strains, each containing four different be-inducible cascades. Each of the four strains was induced with 18 different doses of be ranging from 0 to 100mM in a single batch of 72 cultures. Cells were diluted every 8–15 h to prevent culture saturation. Steady-state fluorescence readings were taken after 5 days when the cultures were in log phase.

3.6.6 Model description

A deterministic model of our system was described by three ordinary differential equations characterizing transcription, degradation and repression. The gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1 and green fluorescent protein (GFP) molecular constituents were modelled as follows:

\[
\frac{dr_d}{dt} = b\left(v_d(1-L)/(1+(r_{d+1})/k_d)^n\right) + L\cdot v_d - r_d
\]

\[
\frac{dr_d}{dt} = b\left(V\cdot u/K\right)^n/(1+((u/K)^n)) - r_d
\]

\[
dG/dt = B\left((1-L)/(1+(r_1)^n) + L - G\right)
\]

\(r_d\) is the concentration of the dth gRNA-dCas9-Mxi1, \(d\) ranges from 1 to \(D - 1\), where \(D\) is the number of layers in the cascade; \(r_D\) is the input gRNA driven by the inducible promoter; \(v_d\) is the
promoter strength driving each rd in terms of the maximum steady-state concentration of gRNA from the promoter; \(G\) is the measurable normalized concentration of GFP; \(b\) is the degradation/dilution rate of all \(rd\); \(B\) is the degradation/dilution for GFP; \(k_d\) is the repression strength of \(rd\) to its cognate promoter, in terms of the number of repressors required to suppress a promoter to half strength; to its cognate promoter is modelled with \(k_d\), the number of repressors required to suppress a promoter to half-strength; and \(n\) is a Hill coefficient. For the transfer function, \(V, K, n_u\) respectively represent the maximum transcription, Michaelis–Menten constant and Hill coefficient of the inducible promoter; \(u\) is the input be in mM. Concentration is rescaled as the Michaelis–Menten constant or the number of gRNAs required to suppress a NOT gate to half-maximal. Note that the model makes the assumptions that (1) there is no crosstalk between gRNA components, (2) Mxi1 represses transcription completely with no transcriptional leak and (3) dCas9-Mxi1 bind quickly and irreversibly to gRNA.

3.6.7 Fitting procedure

Parameters were optimized using differential evolution followed by minimization using the BFGS (Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) algorithm\(^{139}\). For the steady-state experiments, optimal parameter fits for the parameters \(v_0^{ss}\)-\(v_3^{ss}\), \(k_0^{ss}\)-\(k_3^{ss}\), \(V^{ss}\), \(n^{ss}\) were generated from three separate experiments. For each of the three experiments, 17 parameter fits were generated using differential evolution/BFGS and means were calculated for a total of 51 steady-state parameter sets. The means from each experiment were used to determine the experimental error (s) for estimating each parameter (Table B.4). For the kinetics experiments, five parameter fits for \(v_0^{\text{kinetics}}\) - \(v_3^{\text{kinetics}}\), \(k_0^{\text{kinetics}}\) - \(k_3^{\text{kinetics}}\), \(b\), \(B\), \(V^{\text{kinetics}}\), \(n^{\text{kinetics}}\) were generated from a single experiment (Table B.4). As there were only data for a single kinetics experiment, experimental errors for the kinetic parameter values were not calculated. Parameters \(K\) and \(n_u\) were determined in a separate experiment by driving a YFP with the pGALZ4 \(\beta\)-estradiol inducible; this promoter is the same promoter used in the inducible cascades. The kinetics and steady-state parameter sets were resampled in downstream analyses to generate Monte Carlo simulations of longer repression cascades.
3.6.8 Model predictions

Long repression cascades of 1 to 11 ($D \in \{1 \ldots 11\}$) layers were simulated using the system of ordinary differential equations. Parameters for simulated cascades were generated by resampling parameter sets generated during the fitting procedure. For the kinetic model predictions, 10,000 simulated cascades were generated by resampling parameters from 5 parameter sets estimated from the kinetics experiment. The time-to-half max of GFP ($G$) was calculated for each cascade length $D$ and plotted in Figure 3.5a. For the signal degradation ($d$) predictions in Figure 3.5b, 100,000 simulated cascades of length $D = 7$ were simulated by resampling parameters from the 51 parameter sets estimated from the 3 steady-state experiments. To compare $L$ versus $\delta$, $L$ was sampled from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Signal degradation ($\delta$) was calculated as the percent change in dynamic range per additional layer. The dynamic range at each layer $d$ in a cascade of length $D$ was calculated as:

$$\rho_d = \log\left(\frac{\max(r_d)}{\min(r_d)}\right)$$

Dynamic range was found to have a log-linear relationship with the length of the cascade, and hence the average slope between $d$ versus $\log(r_d)$ was calculated using linear regression for each of the 100,000 simulations of cascades of length $D$ by:

$$\eta = \frac{D \sum (d \log(\rho_d)) - (\sum d)(\sum \log(\rho_d))}{D \sum (d^2) - (\sum d)^2}$$

With $D = 7$. With $\eta$ being the change in $\log(r_d)$ with each additional layer, the percent loss in dynamic range per layer or signal degradation $\delta$ is calculated as

$$\delta = 1 - 10^{\eta}.$$  

Values for $L$ were binned using a bin size of 0.035 and $d$ versus $L$ was plotted to generate Figure 3.5b.
Natural genetic circuits enable cells to make sophisticated digital decisions. Building equally complex synthetic circuits in eukaryotes remains difficult, however, because commonly used components leak transcriptionally, do not arbitrarily interconnect or do not have digital responses. Here, we designed dCas9-Mxi1-based NOR gates in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* that allow arbitrary connectivity and large genetic circuits. Because we used the chromatin remodeller Mxi1, our gates showed minimal leak and digital responses. We built a combinatorial library of NOR gates that directly convert guide RNA (gRNA) inputs into gRNA outputs, enabling the gates to be ‘wired’ together. We constructed logic circuits with up to seven gRNAs, including repression cascades with up to seven layers. Modelling predicted the NOR gates have effectively zero transcriptional leak explaining the limited signal degradation in the circuits. Our approach enabled the largest, eukaryotic gene circuits to date and will form the basis for large, synthetic, cellular decision-making systems.
Chapter 4. Engineering predictable CRISPRi transcriptional networks with ribozyme- and aptazyme-regulated gRNA expression

4.1 Abstract

CRISPR-Cas transcriptional networks that regulate the expression of gRNAs and genes have enormous potential for engineering programmed biological responses. Here, we developed an experimental and modeling framework for characterizing Pol II gRNA expression architectures through the quantitative analysis of 44 one-, two- and three-layer CRISPRi repression cascades in yeast. gRNA are expressed using a Ribozyme-gRNA-Ribozyme (RGR) architecture. By measuring the responses of CRISPRi repression cascades as sensitivities to RGR-inputs, design elements impacting gRNA expression and function from RGR were identified. These insights led to the creation of the Ribozyme-gRNA-Aptazyme (RGA) architecture. The response dynamics of this architecture were readily modeled and as much as a 10-fold increases in ligand-dependent system-output were observed. We further show that limited dCas9 expression significantly alters system response, likely caused by gRNA competition. These effects are mitigated in systems with excess dCas9, a condition where system behaviors are accurately predicted from individual component characteristics. Notably, there was fair agreement between the model-derived predictions and experimental outcomes for a large, 7 gRNA, XOR logical evaluation circuit. Though studying a CRISPRi engineering framework, this work addresses key barriers in creating complex CRISPR-Cas information processing systems.
4.2 Introduction

A robust and modularized platform that can be used to build predictable gene regulatory networks will have significant implications for tissue engineering\(^4\), cell-based analytics\(^5\), and metabolic engineering\(^6\). Such platforms have been created using CRISPR-Cas9 networks based on nuclease inactive Cas9 (dCas9), derived from *Streptococcus pyogenes*\(^{29}\). These networks are composed of multiple guide RNAs (gRNAs) that, upon binding to dCas9, regulate their own transcription and the transcription of specific genes\(^{140}\). They have been engineered in bacteria\(^{40}\), yeast\(^{42}\) and mammalian\(^{41}\) cells. In yeast, these networks have been used for logical evaluations requiring the programmed expression of as many as 7 gRNAs in the same cell\(^{42}\) and multi-gene metabolic control\(^{141}\). Despite these proofs-of-concept, much is unknown about how to engineer and characterize the dynamics of CRISPR-Cas9 transcriptional regulation. There are many validated genetic platforms to express gRNA *in vivo*, however, of the few that have been modularized little work has been done to understand how engineerable they are as a platform. Even with robust gRNA expression, simultaneously expressed gRNA may influence each others dynamics through dCas9 competition. As a consequence, the construction of multi-gRNA CRISPR-Cas9 transcriptional networks can be unpredictable and often requires trial-and-error screening which limits their realizable complexities\(^{42}\). Here, we leverage our previously developed CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) platform for building transcriptional networks\(^{42}\) to study these phenomena in yeast.

CRISPRi represses gene expression through dCas9 mediated steric interference of polymerase binding\(^{34,106}\). Our platform uses a dCas9-Mxi1 fusion\(^{35}\) that makes dCas9 a stronger repressor and less sensitive to promoter target location\(^{42}\). For dCas9 to function it must first bind to a gRNA. This short non-coding RNA is composed of a structured handle sequence and a 20-base target sequence that addresses the gRNA-dCas9 complex to its complementary DNA sequence\(^{29}\). Though the sequence of the gRNA handle\(^{142,143}\) and gRNA target\(^{144–146}\) have been studied and found to have significant impact on CRISPR activity, much less is understood about how *in vivo* gRNA transcription impacts CRISPR activity.
gRNA transcription for our CRISPRi networks is driven by an engineered set of gRNA responsive Pol II promoters (pGRR). We avoid using non-coding RNA Pol III promoters to express gRNA as their sensitivity to sequence modifications makes them ill-suited to build multi-gRNA systems. Though Pol II are readily engineerable, the RNA they express undergoes post-transcriptional modifications that append a 5’ cap and a 3’ poly-A tail. These modifications are thought to mediate nuclear export, rendering gRNA unable to bind its target in the nucleus. Strategies that utilize trans-acting enzymes to mediate post-transcriptional removal of these signals have been successful, but these are not easily portable between species. Consequently, our system removes the signals by encoding cis-cleaving ribozymes (Rbz) that flank the gRNA, creating an Rbz-gRNA-Rbz (RGR) architecture.

RGRs have been used as a successful means of Pol II-mediated gRNA expression in mammalian, amphibian, fungal and yeast hosts. Despite their host portability and prevalence, little work has been done to characterize the versatility of the architecture and to understand how variations to RGR design, such as Rbz structures and post-cleavage ‘scars’, impact gRNA expression and function. In fact, there are even questions about whether 5’ cis Rbz cleavage of RGR transcripts is necessary. Despite successes in appending RNA ligand-sensing aptamers to other gRNA expression systems to create inducibly active gRNA, no work has been done to extend such functionality to RGRs. A better understanding of the RGR architecture and proof-of-concept engineered extensional applications will further validate its use as a gRNA expression platform.

The expression of multiple gRNA, which is necessary to create CRISPRi networks, has been shown to unevenly decrease individual gRNA activities. The implication is that gRNAs with higher Cas9 binding affinities out-compete gRNAs with lower affinities. The effects of gRNA competition has been speculated to impact the behaviour of transcriptional network functions compared to what would be expected on the basis of the activities of individual gRNAs. If true, the capacity for a gRNA to direct transcriptional regulation may depend not just on gRNA expression, but also on the levels of dCas9 and other gRNAs in the
To our knowledge, the magnitude of these effects and the degree to which they influence the ability to predict CRISPRi transcriptional networks behaviors has not been addressed.

Here we develop an experimental and modeling framework and use it to study the robustness of RGR architectures, their effect on gRNA expression and effects of gRNA competition for dCas9. This was accomplished through the construction and analysis of 44 CRISPRi transcriptional networks with inducible RGR inputs and measurable fluorescent outputs. We find that RGR inputs without 5’ Rbzs require 1.8-3.6 fold more transcriptional input to achieve the same output as their RGR counterparts and that RGR inputs without 3’ Rbzs result in non-functional gRNA expression. We examine the versatility of the RGR architecture by substituting the original 5’ and 3’ Rbz with five different hammerhead Rbz variants with diverse sequences and secondary structure topologies. We find that functional RGRs can be engineered from these Rbz and show that post-cleavage scar sequences can cause up to 10-fold reductions in gRNA activity. We then leverage this understanding to create a novel Rbz-gRNA-Aptazyme (RGA) architecture for engineering ligand-dependent gRNA expression. This RGA architecture is straightforward to implement and was shown to generate a quantitatively-predictable 10-fold increase in CRISPRi network outputs. We study the effect gRNA competition for dCas9 has on CRISPRi transcriptional network behavior by varying the level of dCas9 protein expression in otherwise identical networks. Multi-gRNA networks with decreased dCas9 expression significantly deviate from networks with high dCas9 expression requiring, at the extremes, ~1.6x and ~0.3x the transcriptional input. We then compare model predicted network responses to experimental responses to quantify dCas9 competitive effects. Predictions of systems with high levels of dCas9 agreed well with system responses indicating only minor gRNA competition, however predictions of systems with low dCas9 saw significant deviations (up to 60% loss in explanatory power) indicating significant gRNA competitive effects. Finally, we investigate the applicability of using characterized network behaviors to estimate the aggregate performance of a 7-RGR two-input, one-output Boolean XOR gate in yeast. Our modeling approach was able to fairly predict output responses and identify input-states that are most likely to fail. In sum, we have identified RGR design elements needed for efficient gRNA activity, created a new RGA
architecture for aptazyme-regulated gRNA expression, identified gRNA competition for dCas9 can dramatically effect CRISPRi networks and shown that these networks can be predicted. Our work has broad implications for engineering multi-gRNA transcriptional networks and addresses key barriers to engineering even larger CRISPR-Cas transcriptional regulatory systems.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Plasmid construction

All plasmids constructed were for stable integration into the yeast genome. All sequences were based on pGADT7-Rec 2micron plasmid (Clontech). Recurring genetic elements including promoters, yeast integration makers, ribozymes, gRNA, and open reading frames are listed in Supplemental Data. All DNA genetic elements were isolated from existing plasmids with PCR amplification or were directly synthesized (IDT geneblocks). The Gibson method was used for plasmid assembly\textsuperscript{161}. All cloning plasmids contained AMP resistance and were ultimately transformed into DH5α E. coli and plated on LB agar plates containing 50 mg/ML ampicillin. Multiple colonies were from each plate were picked and Sanger sequenced (Gene Wiz) to verify assembly. Correctly identified colonies were grown overnight at 37°C in LB under 50 mg/mL ampicillin selective pressure. Plasmid DNA was extracted and purified using QIAGEN miniprep kit.

4.3.2 Creation of stable yeast strains

Ultimately all strains tested were diploid W303 Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains. All components were first integrated into the haploid background strains MATα W303-1A and MATαpha W303-1B. Stable yeast transformations were done using a lithium acetate protocol\textsuperscript{162}. Plasmids were first linearized with a Pmei (NEB) digestion. Linearised fragments are mixed with necessary reagents and transformed at 42°C. Cells were plated on SDO with the appropriate selective pressure. Following this transformation colony PCR were used to confirm that the gene...
element was successfully integrated. Stable diploid yeast strains were generated by co-culturing MATa and MATalpha strains and subsequently plating the culture onto SDO with two selection markers that were unique to MATa and MATalpha strains.

4.3.3 Yeast growth condition

For each experiment all strains tested were taken from plates streaks from glycerol stocks that were no older than ten days. All experiments were carried out in 96 deep well plates. For each tested strain, three colonies were picked to inoculate three wells of the plate containing 1 mL of SC media. This plate was then incubated overnight at 30C shaking at 450 RPM. The following day wells containing cells were back diluted 1:1000 in 1mL fresh SC containing the required inducer, and were incubated under the same conditions for 16 hours. To best approximate steady state growth, these cells were then diluted 1:50 in 1mL fresh media with appropriate inducers and allowed to grow for an additional 6 hours.

4.3.4 Testing RG, GR, iRGR, RGiR devices

In this work many strains are directly compared to another strain. All strains that were tested were done at the same time as their RGR counterpart. This allowed for us to account for any variation in day-to-day variability in growth conditions. For all assays three biological replicates were completed. Yeast strains were tested with either six or eight concentrations of beta-estradiol.

4.3.5 Testing RGA one-layer cascades

Three biological replicates were completed for each condition. Two beta-estradiol series (six levels of induction) were completed at 0 and 5 mM theophylline. In addition, two theophylline series (six levels of induction), were tested at three levels of beta-estradiol induction. Finally a single biological replicate was run for a positive control (diploid strain containing with no RGR expression) and a negative control (diploid strain with no fluorescent reporter) at the same theophylline series.
4.3.6 Flow cytometry

The fluorescence of all yeast strains were measured using flow cytometry. We used a BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer equipped with a CSampler plate adapter. sfGFP fluorescence was measured using excitation wavelengths of 488 and 640 nm and an emission detection filter at 533 nm (FL1 channel). Briefly 100 uL of cells are transferred from 96 deep well plate to a 96 well assay plate. At least 20,000 cells were measured above a 400,000 AU FSC-H threshold (to screen out cellular debris). These data were then gated for the healthy yeast cells (SSC-A, FSC-A) and singlet cells (FSC-H, FSC-A) and the resulting median FL-1 values were calculated using custom python scripts.

4.3.7 Calibrating and normalizing experiments

Calibration curves mapping beta-estradiol input-concentrations to transcriptional strength were generated using a diploid calibration strain where pGalZ4\textsuperscript{163} was driving the expression of eYFP. Each beta-estradiol stock solution generated in the course of experiments was calibrated using this strain with three biological replicates. Each replicate was exposed to six to twelve concentrations of beta-estradiol. Median fluorescent values determined by flow-cytometry were background subtracted using a no fluorescence negative control strain. The no induction controls were subtracted to a level of 20-25 arbitrary units to account for known pGalZ4 transcriptional leak. The resulting data was then fit using a Hill equation. The resulting Hill equations were normalized to a value of 1 and this level of fluorescence was fixed to be 1 TU.

The maximum expression of each promoter used in this study was converted to TU by normalizing their fluorescent expression in a control strain to the maximally induced pGalz4 Promoter. A control strain is a diploid strain expressing yeGFP from the relevant promoter, expressing dCas9 from a pGPD promoter, and with no expressed gRNA targeted to the relevant promoter. Experimentally tested strains are grown concurrently with background controls and promoter controls. Their induced response is normalized to this range which is then converted to the maximal TU the control strain was determined to have. The above beta-estradiol calibration curve is then used to convert input beta-estradiol concentrations to TU.
4.3.8 Fitting system response with a Hill-equation

The input-output response of experimentally tested strains was modeled using a Hill-equation. Once the experimental beta-estradiol input and fluorescent output have been converted to TU, data are fit with the Hill equation \[ f(L, v_{Min}, v_{Max}, n, K_a) = \frac{(v_{Max} - v_{Min})}{(K_a/L)^n + 1} + v_{Min} \] where L is input TU, vmin is the minimum expression, vmax is the maximum expression, n is the Hill coefficient, and ka is the input amount resulting in half-saturation of the response. To avoid under-fitting low levels of system output, output was log10 scaled and data was fit to a log10 transformed Hill-equation. Specifically these data were fit using Python (2.7.6) scripts which call the SciPy (0.18.1) optimize.curve_fit() function. The vmin parameter was bound to be no less than 10-2 TU.

4.3.9 Quantifying relative sensitivity and sensitivity ratio

We developed sensitivity metrics to quantitatively compare the input-output response of CRISPRi systems over their shared linear response range. A comparison is made between a reference data-set and experimental data-set. After hill-equations are fit to both data-sets the linear response of each equation are coarsely determined by isolating output region which is 50% of the maximum response, vmax, and 150% the minimum response, vmin. For each data-point that falls in this region, the ratio of the raw-input level is taken to the input-level that the reference hill-equation to achieve the same output as the raw-output. Consequently the average sensitivity of the reference data is ~1. The resulting population of relative sensitivities for the experimental and reference device were then compared using a two-tailed Welch’s t-test. If pval < 0.05 we consider the means of the population to be significantly different and we compute the sensitivity ratio by taking the ratio of the experimental to the reference mean.

4.3.10 Simulating CRISPRi systems

CRISPRi transcriptional systems were simulated with the modeled hill-equation parameters of components in one-layer contexts. All simulations completed using Python (2.7.6) scripts. To simulate two-layer cascades the hill-equation of the input component is propagated
through the internal hill-equation. The simulated two-layer response is generated by fitting resulting input-output response. XOR gate systems were simulated by first creating the XOR gate architecture of connected NOR gate nodes. Each node contains hill equations parameters which define its input-output relationship. To simulate a desired input-state the input of level of the respective input nodes is set based on input state (ON value = 1 TU, OFF value = 0.001 TU) and then these nodes outputs are propagated through all downstream nodes until the response of the ultimate node is determined. To simulate aggregate XOR gate performance, 20,000 random XOR gates were created through random sampling of a normal distribution of hill-equation parameter bounds (Supplemental Table S4) and each was solved for each of the four XOR input-states. Finally to simulate the effects of using inputs with differences in relative sensitivity, 1,000 random samplings of XOR systems were solved with the ka parameter for each node scaled by a constant value.

4.3.11 Computational design of insulated ribozyme devices

Novel RGRs were computationally designed to bias the Rbz to fold into their putative catalytically active secondary-structures using minimum free energy\textsuperscript{72} and kinetic co-transcriptional RNA folding simulations\textsuperscript{79,81}.

For iRGR design devices were tested in the context of pGalZ4 promoter with the upstream sequence of the ribozyme being described as (5’-CCGTGCCTCTCGTCTTCAACCGGTCGGTTCTGAGAAACGCAGATGTGCGCTCGC GCAGAAAGATATCTACAAATACTAGCTTTATGTTATGAAGAGGAA AAATGGCAGTAACTGGCCTCCCAAAACCTTCAAATTAACGAATCAAATTAACAAC CATAGGATGATAATGCGATTAGTTTTTTAGCCTTTTATTCTGAGGAATAATTAAATGCAGC AAGCGATGATTTTGTATATTTAACAGATAATATAT-3’). Following this is a 5’ insulating sequence that is allowed to be 1-10 bp long, followed
by the ribozyme then followed by another 1-10 bp insulating sequence and then a 20 bp target sequence which is forced to have a GC content between 35 and 65 percent. This is followed by a gRNA handle sequence
(5’gttttagctagaaatagcaagttaataaaggtcggattttacatgcagtaatgctagtccgttatcaacttgaaaaagtggcaccgagtcggtgctttt-3’)
and finally an HDV ribozyme (5’- ggccgcatggccagctcctgctgctggcgccgctgggcaacatgcttcggcatggcgaatgggac-3’). 400 initial insulating candidate sequences were generated for each ribozyme. An insulating candidate consisted of randomly created, in length and sequence, upstream and downstream insulating sequence. An insulating sequence candidate made it into the initial pool if they enabled the ribozyme to fold into its target secondary structure in the previously specified sequence context in the presence of 75 randomly generated target sequences, as determined by thermodynamic minimum free energy (MFE) folding simulations (ViennaRNA, RNAfold 2.1.9: RNAfold -d2 -T37) 72. The target secondary structure of a ribozyme was determined by its MFE structure when folded in isolation (RNAfold -d2 -T37). Each candidate insulating sequences that passed thermodynamic screening was then screened using the kinetic co-transcriptional RNA simulations (kinefold_long_static_bianary 20060404, helix minimum free energy=6.346 kcal mol-1 and folded without pseudoknots or entanglements) 81. For each insulating sequence 20 target sequences are folded 10 times at a random polymerization rate from 10 and 30 nt/s. Sequences are folded in the sequence context starting from the pGalZ promoter sequence and going N bases past the 3’ base of the ribozyme, where N = (polymerization rate)*1 sec. Each set of 10 simulations are aggregated into folding trace data which enables the quantification of specific substructures over time. Candidate sequence are then scored by the time average fraction of the population that folded into the target ribozyme structures (target ribozyme structure determined from 100, 1 minute renaturation simulations kinefold_long_static_bianary 20060404, helix minimum free energy=6.346 kcal mol-1 and folded without pseudoknots or entanglements), determined by dividing the numerically integrated trace by its simulation time. By this metric, the top 80 insulation candidates are then screened against 80 more random target sequences sequences. Finally the best average performing set of insulating sequences is selected. The same method was used for RGiR design but the context was now considered to be 5’ - target
sequence – gRNA handle – 5’ insulating sequence – ribozyme – 3’ insulating sequence – terminator (5’ –
tgataccgtcgacctgagtcaatttagttatagtcagttctacagctctcaaccgaaaggaaggttagac
aacctgaagtctaggtccctatttattttttatatgattagtagttaagaacgttatttatatttacaatttttccccctgtac
gcatgtaacattataaacaattcttgcttgagaaggttttgggacgctcgaagtttgggacgctcgagctgtaatttttgg – 3’).

4.3.12 In vitro ribozyme cleavage rates

50 μL transcription reactions were set up with 10X NEB T7 Reaction Buffer (supplied with NEB M0251) supplemented with 6 mM MgCl2 for a final concentration of 12 mM MgCl2, 120 Units RiboLock RNase Inhibitor (ThermoFisher E00381), 250 Units NEB T7 RNA Polymerase (NEB M0251), 3 mM each of ATP, UTP, CTP, and GTP (NEB N0450), and between 25 and 100 ng of linear DNA bearing the ribozyme sequence in context. Transcriptions were run at 37° C on a thermocycler; 10 μL from each transcription reaction was removed and added to 20 μL of a transcription stop solution of 80% formamide and 10 mM EDTA at 4° C. We measured cleavage at at 30 minutes.

Quenched transcription reaction time points were stored at -80° C immediately after collection, then heated to 90° C for 2 min and set on ice prior to analysis by PAGE. Low range ssRNA ladder (NEB N0364) was run as a reference for PAGE; ladder was prepared by mixing ladder with formamide loading buffer (80% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mg/mL xylene cyanol, 1 mg/mL bromophenol blue) at the ratio of 1:19 and heating at 90° C for 2 min followed by storage on ice. Transcription products were run on a denaturing Ureagel 10% polyacrylamide gel for about 90 minutes at 7 W; polyacrylamide gels were stained with SYBR Gold (ThermoFisher S11494) in 0.5X TBE for 10 minutes and imaged using a Bio-Rad Pharos FX molecular imager. Gel images were analyzed using ImageJ (Version 1.50b); the relative amounts of cleavage products were calculated by measuring the intensity of bands at positions corresponding to the length of the expected uncleaved and cleaved RNA products.
4.4 Results

4.4.1 Quantifying system sensitivity to gRNA inputs expressed from pol II promoters

To investigate how RGR variations impact CRISPRi transcriptional network activities, we first created a framework for their characterization (Figure 4.1). The immediate goal was to identify how functional RGR elements and gRNA identity impact gRNA function when expressed from Pol II promoters. To study this, input-output response dynamics of a transcriptional networks with a single RGR-input, an RGR expressed from an inducible promoter, are analyzed. Dynamics are experimentally generated by titrating the expression of the RGR-input and measuring the system response. Any RGR-input that causes a change in the expressed gRNA efficacy will likely necessitate compensatory gRNA transcription making networks appear more or less sensitive to their inputs. Consequently, we made quantitative comparisons of ‘sensitivities’ between the input-output response of networks which only differ in their RGR-input. Unless otherwise stated, comparisons are made relative to the canonical RGR architecture that is defined by its 5’ and 3’ Rbz sequences and structures. In this framework, RGR design variations that improve gRNA expression and function make the network more responsive, or sensitive, to RGR inputs.

In the experimental yeast systems stably integrated RGR-inputs were expressed from a β-estradiol inducible pGalZ4 promoter which then repressed transcription of either an RGR or a reporter promoter (Figure 4.1A). The β-estradiol input and fluorescent-output of systems were converted to an arbitrary unit (TU) which was normalized to pGalZ4 at maximal induction to be a value of 1 (Figure 4.1B). On this scale, the strongest constitutive yeast promoters (pGPD/pTDH3) are on the order of 10 TU. The input-output response data were then modeled with a Hill-equation that estimates the sensitivity of the system (ka), the responsiveness of the system (n) and the output dynamic-range of the system (vmax, vmin) (Figure 4.1C and D).

Experimental data and Hill-equation fits were used to quantify the ‘relative sensitivity’ between “reference” and “experimental” system responses. For all data that fell within the shared
linear output response of the reference and experimental Hill-equations, we calculated a ratio of
the experimental input-level to the input-level a reference Hill-equation required to achieve the
same output (Figure 4.1D). If the populations of relative sensitivities between the reference and
experimental responses were statistically different we take a ratio of their means to calculate
“sensitivity ratio” (SR). The SR quantifies how much more transcription the experimental system
requires to achieve the same system output as the reference system.

We first studied the effects of removing either the 5’ ribozyme (5’-GR) or 3’ ribozyme
(RG-3’) from the canonical RGR (Figure 4.2A). gRNA target sequences W8 and W10,
previously characterized to be functional and orthogonal 42, were used as inputs to investigate if
defects were intrinsic to target sequences. These inputs were tested in both a one-layer repression
cascade with the input RGR directly repressing the reporter promoter and in a two-layer
repression cascade where the input RGR represses the expression of an internal RGR which
otherwise represses the reporter promoter (Figure 4.2B).
Figure 4.1: Quantifying the relative activity of gRNA-directed transcriptional inhibition.

(A) Biochemical overview of dCas9-Mxi1 repression. An RGR is expressed from a beta-estradiol inducible promoter. Ribozymes mediate the removal of nuclear export signals from gRNA which represses engineered promoters. (B) The inducible promoter pGalZ4 was calibrated using a fluorescent reporter with a Hill function. The maximal expression of pGalZ4 was normalized to be 1 TU. All reporter pGRR promoters used in this study were normalized to pGalZ4max to determine the expression strength in TU. (C) The specific form of the Hill function used for all fits. (D) The system architecture and resulting system response with Hill function parameters indicated for one and two layer repression cascades. (E) Method for calculating sensitivity ratio. An experimental dataset (blue) is compared to a reference dataset (red). Both data sets are fit with a Hill function. Only data which falls in the shared linear Hill function response are considered (not shaded). A sensitivity-ratio is calculated by taking the ratio of the amount of input expression for the experimental device to the amount of input the reference device’s Hill function would require to achieve the same level of output for each experimental datapoint. All of the data are then collected and averaged to compare how much more input on average is required to achieve the same level of output.
The absence of a 5’ Rbz (GR) decreased gRNA expression efficiency and the absence of a 3’ Rbz (RG) abolished gRNA activity, in both one- and two-layer repression cascades. The input-output response of both one- and two-layer systems showed that inputs GRW10 and GRW8 required more input expression to achieve the same systems repression compared to their RGR counterparts. More extremely, input RGW8 showed no dynamic-output response (Figure 4.2C). We quantified the relative sensitivity for the GR and RG devices relative to their RGR counterparts (Figure 4.1D). GRW8 required more relative expression from a one- to two-layer cascade (two-tailed t-test; n=15,11; pval = 0.006) than their RGR counterparts with SRs of 1.8 and 3.5, respectively. On the other hand, GRW10 showed a consistent SR (two-tailed t-test; n=10,18; pval=0.5) for one- and two-layer cascades with SRs of 3.5 and 3.3, respectively. Though both GR-gRNA inputs showed that a lack of 5’ Rbz processing reduces expressed gRNA efficacy, their distinct SRs and unequal changes in SR with increasing system size imply that the extent of expression defects are a function of gRNA identify and that these defects can become worse with increasing system size. Because the RGW8 did not exhibit a linear output in the one- and two-layer cascades, the SRs are estimated to be at least 45 and 150, respectively. This demonstrated that 3’ Rbz processing is essential for functional gRNA expression from RGRs.

In summary, we found that quantifying the sensitivity of CRISPRi repression cascades to titrated gRNA inputs allows us to evaluate how RGR design variations affect gRNA expression efficiency. The activities of gRNAs expressed from RGRs without 5’ ribozymes can require 3.5x more expression and that the 3’ ribozyme is essential for functional gRNA expression. gRNA identity influences the extent of decreased gRNA activity from GR devices and finally, expression defects may be exacerbated in larger systems.
Figure 4.2: Analyzing one- and two-layer cascade performance.

(A) Description of the three color coded input architectures used for the experimental one-layer systems used to investigate the utility of 5′ and 3′ ribozymes. (B) System architecture for the gRNAW10 and gRNAW8 one- and two-layer cascades that used in this study. (C) Biological triplicate titration response data with hill equation fit for one- and two-layer systems is shown. (D) Fold differences in input sensitivity between inputs and their respective RGR control are indicated. The RG device data was outside of the range of the calculation so the estimated decrease in input sensitivity is estimated using ka values. * indicates pval<0.0001 calculated using two tailed Welch’s t-test. Error bars indicate ±STD.
4.4.2 RGRs can be engineered from diverse ribozymes

We next turned to the question of how functional gRNA expression depends on the sequences, structures and activities of the RGR Rbzs. To test this we designed two classes of novel RGRs which substitute the canonical RGR Rbzs with one of five well-characterized hammerhead Rbzs, each with a distinct sequence and secondary structure topology (Figure 4.3, Figure C.1, Table C.1). These designed RGRs contain either an insulated 5’ Rbz (iRGR), that unlike the canonical RGR Rbzs are sequence independent of the target sequence, or an insulated 3’ Rbz (RGiR). Unlike the canonical RGR, iRGR and RGiR architectures produce gRNA with 5’ and 3’ cleavage scars, respectively (Figure 4.3A). Given that cis sequence interactions between gRNA target sequences and the gRNA handle, and that 5’ and 3’ gRNA sequence extensions have been engineered to reduce gRNA activity, we expected these residual, post-cleavage scar sequences could negatively impact gRNA performance. Here we designed and tested eleven iRGR and RGiR designs (Figure C.2, Table C.1).

The insulated RGR were computationally designed to bias the Rbz to fold into their putative catalytically active secondary-structures (see methods). Briefly, short insulating sequences (1-10 bp) that flank the Rbz were selected that bias the Rbz to fold into its active secondary structure within the RGR sequence context. All insulated RGR devices, but iRGR ASBV-1, were found to have cleavage activity equivalent to, or greater than, the canonical RGR Rbzs (Figure 4.3B) with an in vitro co-transcriptional cleavage assay (see methods). Insulated RGR were tested as inputs driving the expression of gRNAW8 in a one- and two-layer cascade (Figure 4.2B). The titrated responses of each iRGR and RGiR (Figure C.3) was used to generate SRs relative to their respective RGR control (Figure 4.3B).

The majority of designed RGRs performed worse than their canonical RGR counterpart. All five of the iRGR devices had decreased sensitivity, with an average SR of 4.5. Despite these devices having high 5’ cleavage activity, all tested iRGR performed equally or worse than the no 5’ Rbz control (GR). In contrast, two of the six RGiR devices performed comparably to the their RGR counterpart (pval > 0.01) and were more sensitive than the iRGR having an average SR of
2.2. Unlike RGRs lacking a 3’ Rbz all RGiR devices result in a measurable change in system output. Both iRGR and RGiR devices produce gRNA with GC rich scars but the iRGR scar is significantly longer (58 compared to 13 base pairs, on average) resulting in gRNA with more stable secondary structure. We found that with increased post-cleavage gRNA structure there is an increase in the average SR (Spearman-rank correlation -0.58, pval=0.02) (Figure C.4). Implying that the activity of highly structured gRNA inhibits device activity.

To summarize, residual scar sequences and structures associated with a gRNA after cis-Rbz cleavage can have significant impacts on expressed gRNA activity. Nonetheless, we observe that functional RGRs can be assembled from sequence and structurally diverse hammerhead Rbzs. We find that 5’ Rbz cleavage is not sufficient for highly efficient gRNA expression. Finally, we show that the 3’ HDV Rbz can be readily replaced by a shorter hammerhead Rbz (68 compared to 52 bp) with little to no reduction in gRNA activity.
Figure 4.3: Expressing gRNA with 5’ ribozyme and 3’ ribozyme insulated iRGR and RGiR.

(A) Architecture of the iRGR and RGiR, where 5’ and 3’ ribozymes are flanked with short insulating sequences designed to enable proper ribozyme folding. Both architectures result in vestigial ribozyme scar made up of a section of the ribozyme and the insulating sequence. (B) Basic scar metrics and sensitivity ratios for each RGiR and iRGR device. For each device, a sensitivity ratio is calculated relative to the RGR in their respective layer. Error bars indicate ±STD. + indicates that the device population and RGR control are indistinguishable (pval>0.01).
4.4.3 Aptazyme-regulated gRNA expression with RGAs

Our results showed that eliminating 3’ Rbz cleavage suppressed functional gRNA expression from an RGR and that functional variations of the canonical RGR can be made by substituting the 3’ HDV Rbz with hammerhead Rbz. Drawing on these insights, we hypothesized that ligand-responsive control of gRNA expression could be achieved by substituting the 3’ RGR Rbz with an aptamer-regulated Rbz (aptazyme). The resulting Rbz-gRNA-Aptazyme (RGA) architecture would then provide a mechanism for engineering aptazyme-regulated gRNA expression through ligand-dependent aptazyme cleavage (Figure 4.4A).

As a proof-of-concept, we assembled RGAs using the theophylline aptazymes Theo(A)CAAGUGAA and Theo(A)AAAA (Table C.1). Both theophylline aptazymes were previously evolved in yeast to catalytically cleave themselves at rates inversely proportional to ligand concentration\textsuperscript{13}. Consequently, adding theophylline reduces the amount of aptazyme cleavage which in-turn should reduce functional gRNA expression. RGAs were tested in an inducible one-layer repression cascade expressing gRNAW8 (Figure 4.4A). Like the RGiR devices, RGA devices produce gRNA with a 3’ scar and were observed to be less effective than their RGR counterpart, with an average SR of 2.1 (Figure 4.4B; Figure C.3). To characterize the relative decrease in functional gRNA expression with increased theophylline, both RGAs were characterized at three levels of induction and six theophylline concentrations. Increasing concentrations of theophylline caused up to a 9.6 fold decrease in RGA mediated repression, relative to a no theophylline control (Figure 4.4C and G). Thus, we validate that the RGR architecture can be extended to conditionally express functional gRNA by replacing the 3’ Rbz with an aptazyme.

We reasoned that if aptazyme inhibition resulted in a proportional decrease in functional gRNA expressed from the RGA we would then observe a consistent decrease in the sensitivity of the ligand induced systems. To test this we calculated relative sensitivity values for each theophylline concentration relative to the no theophylline response. ANOVA analysis of each concentration of theophylline showed that, regardless of RGA induction, there was an
indistinguishable increase in relative sensitivity (Figure 4.4E and I). Because of this consistent behavior, we were able to model the response of RGA one-layer cascades as a function of both RGA expression level and theophylline concentration. This was done by multiplying the no-theophylline Hill-equation parameter $k_a$ by the calculated SR for each theophylline concentration (Figure 4.4D and H; Table C.3). This model of RGA behavior accurately described the experimentally observed data ($r^2=0.99$ for both RGA devices) (Figure 4.4F and J). To summarize, we created two theophylline inducible RGA devices and showed that with increasing ligand concentration there is a predictable decrease functional gRNA expression. This RGA architecture provides a novel architecture for implementing small molecule control over gRNA expression in Eukaryotes.
Figure 4.4: gRNA expression can be dynamically regulated with the inclusion of an aptazyme.

(A) Architecture of the ribozyme-gRNA-aptazyme (RGA). In the absence of theophylline, the 3’ theophylline aptazyme cleaves, resulting in the functional expression of gRNA. In the presence of theophylline, aptazyme cleavage is inhibited, resulting in gRNA export from the nucleus. (B) Ratio of performance take relative to an RGR. Error bars indicate ±STD, * indicates a pvalue < 0.001 calculated using two tailed Welch’s t-test. Panels C, D, E, and F represent RGA Theo(A)CAAGUGAA and panels G, H, I and J represent RGA Theo(A)AAAAA (C) and (G) Increasing theophylline inhibits RGA mediated gRNA repression at multiple levels of transcription (increasing bE induction) for and (D) and (H) Theophylline responsiveness of RGAs in an inducible one-layer context. The characteristic Hill function in black is derived from RGA with no theophylline. Each dashed line is the characteristic transfer function with its ka parameter modified to reflect the experimentally observed decrease in sensitivity induced by theophylline. (E) and (I) Sensitivity ratio of data presented in panel D at different levels of induction (bE) and theophylline taken relative to the characteristic transfer function. Asterisks indicates a one-way ANOVA pvalue > 0.05. (F) and (J) Comparison of the between experimentally observed output to the prediction based on the observed increase in sensitivity ratio.
4.4.4 Decreased expression of dCas9 exacerbates gRNA competition

We next study the effects gRNA competition for dCas9 has on RGR-input performance. Instead of directly testing this phenomena by with systems which express many gRNA, gRNA competition is simulated through decreasing the expression of dCas9 in one-, two-, and three-layer repression cascades (Figure 4.2B and Figure 4.5A). More specifically, systems with RGR and GR inputs for both gRNAW10 and gRNAW8 that express either high or low levels of dCas9 were compared (20 total systems). dCas9 transcription was driven by either the strong pGPD promoter (promoter used for all previous systems) or the ~20x less transcriptionally active pGRRnull (Figure 4.5B). In all repression cascades we expected that decreased dCas9 expression would require a proportional increase in gRNA expression to achieve the same level of action, causing the systems to become relatively less sensitive. The effects of decreased dCas9 expression were quantified by computing the relative sensitivity of system responses (SFigure C.5) to their respective pGPD dCas9 counterpart system response, which were then used to calculate SRs (Figure 4.5C).

Decreasing dCas9 expression significantly affected the sensitivities of six out of ten systems. In one-layer repression cascades, both RGRW10 and RGRW8 showed decreased sensitivity with decreased dCas9 expression (SRs of 1.2 and 1.3 respectively). Interestingly, in these systems both of the GR inputs showed similar sensitivities. We speculated that in a one-layer context the decreased performance of GR outweigh the consequences of decreased dCas9 expression, making them appear unaffected. In two-layer repression cascades, only systems with RGRW8 and GRW8 inputs were affected by decreased dCas9 expression, resulting in increased sensitivity (SR of 0.53 and 0.29, respectively). This increase in system sensitivity implies that the input gRNAW8 is able to out compete the internal gRNAW10 for dCas9. If true, when dCas9 expression is decreased gRNAW8 would segregate the majority of available dCas9 from gRNAW10. When the network was inverted, with gRNAW10 as the input, system sensitivity was unaffected by decreased dCas9 expression which is consistent with the idea that gRNAW8 segregates dCas9. We next extended the gRNAW8 input two-layer cascades by appending RGRW5 after the internal RGRW10 layer to create a three-layer cascade (Figure 4.5A). In both
RGRW8 and RGW8 input systems sensitivities decreased with decreased dCas9 (SR of 1.5 and 1.4 respectively), indicating that any competitive advantage gRNAW8 had when repressing gRNAW10 is diminished relative to the new competition it experienced with the internal gRNAW5. Importantly, whereas the input-GRW8 was unaffected by decreased dCas9 expression in a one-layer system, it is affected in the three-layer cascade. This demonstrates that effects of dCas9 limitations, and potentially gRNA competition, are exacerbated in larger systems. Overall, we found that systems with decreased dCas9 expression experienced significant and, in some cases, unintuitive shifts in their sensitivities to RGR-inputs. These effects are likely caused by gRNA competition and are consistent with the ideas that the behaviour of multi-gRNA systems, especially under dCas9 limitations, may be difficult to predict from individually characterized behaviors.
Figure 4.5: Variations in dCas9 expression both increase and decrease input sensitivity depending on context.

(A) The three-layer system that used in this study. (B) dCas9:Mxi1 is driven from one of two promoters, pGPD is ~20x as strong as the pGRR promoter. Relative strengths were experimentally determined with a fluorescent assay where each promoter expresses eYFP in yeast cells (C) Sensitivity ratio is presented for each gRNA input architecture in each layer taken relative to their respective pGPD, RGR strain. * indicates pval<0.005, ** indicates pval<0.0001 calculated using two tailed Welch’s t-test, and error bars indicate ±STD.

4.4.5 Predicting the functions of multi-gRNA systems

As seen in the previous section, limited dCas9 expression caused significant perturbations to system responses. It is not known the extent to which these effects limit the ability to predict system responses from RGR promoter interactions that were characterized in isolation (one-layer cascades). Here, we tested these effects by comparing the experimental system response to a system response predicted from characterized interactions. As others have shown, it is possible
to predict the behavior of systems composed of interconnected parts by propagating the modeled responses of all parts through one another\textsuperscript{16}. This approach was used to predict the full input-output dynamic range of two-layer cascades and to predict the average output performance of a five component Boolean XOR gate. First, we use characterized one-layer cascade responses to predict two-layer systems expressing high and low levels of dCas9 (Figure 4.6A). The quality of these predictions were quantified by taking the difference in explained variance between the prediction and a direct fit of the experimental data.

Experimental behavior was accurately described by predictions for four of the eight tested systems (<5% decrease in explained variance) (Figure 4.6B). On average, predictions were more accurate for systems with high dCas9 expression than low dCas9 expression (4.5% compared to 27.8% average decrease in explained variance). This further shows that systems with limited dCas9 can result in unpredictable system behavior. Additionally, predictions were less accurate for systems with gRNA\textsuperscript{W8} as their input than gRNA\textsuperscript{W10} as their input (27.8% vs. 3.6% average decrease in explained variance). gRNA\textsuperscript{W8} inputs were predicted to be less sensitive than what was experimentally observed, supporting our previous hypothesis that gRNA\textsuperscript{W8} is able to out compete the internal gRNA\textsuperscript{W10} for dCas9. Interestingly, this competitive advantage was seen in high dCas9 systems for RGRW\textsuperscript{W8} but not GRW\textsuperscript{W8} (11% vs. 0% decrease in explained variance). This promoted the idea that even in systems with high dCas9, effective gRNA expression, if relatively competitive with other gRNA in the system, can result in unpredictable system behavior. Lastly, whereas three of the four predictions that had large deviations from experimental behavior were caused by shifts in sensitivity, at low dCas9 the predictions of input GRW\textsuperscript{W10} deviates only by overestimating the vmin and vmax response of the system (10% decrease in explained variance). This demonstrated that effects of gRNA competition can solely influence the accessible dynamic output-range of a system. Together, this suggests that gRNA competition affects system behavior and that it is exacerbated when dCas9 is limited. Next, we apply these techniques to predict the expected behavior of a multi-component Boolean XOR gate.
Previously these CRISPRi components were used to create digital logic gates that produce a binary, ON or OFF, system response in presence or absence of input gRNA (Gander 2017). This framework abstracted two-input pGRR promoters driving the expression of an RGR to be a 2-input, 1-output NOR gate, that is only ON if neither input is present (Figure 4.6C). Five NOR gates were connected by re-coding the target sequence and target sites of the NOR gates, to create a 2-input 1-output Boolean XOR gate (Figure 4.6D). For a 2-input logic gate to be considered functional it must produced the correct output response for each of the four possible input-states. Fifteen distinct versions of the XOR gate were built and only two were functional. Predictive models of CRISPRi transcriptional networks that accurately estimate success rates and identify components that are critical for success of large systems, like the XOR gate, would inform their construction and maximize successful designs. Here, we attempted to predict the average success and performance of XOR gates if they were built from random NOR gates. If the aggregate behavior of the simulations agreed with our previously characterized experimental outcomes, we would expect this approach to be useful to inform future designs. Aggregate predictions of XOR gate function were generated by simulating 20,000 randomly created XOR gates for each of the four input-states. For each random XOR gate, all component NOR gates were assigned random parameters that were bound by the Hill-equation parameters derived from RGR inputs in high expressing dCas9 one-layer cascades (Table C.4).

The aggregate modeled XOR gate performance fairly predicted both the observed input-output levels and identified the high failure-rate input-states of the experimental XOR gates. For each experimental and predicted XOR gate input state we aggregated the raw output response (Figure 6E) and recorded if it fell within it’s target ON or OFF response range (Gander 2017) (Figure 6F). On average, input-state (0,0) was predicted have higher system output than the experimental observations. The output of input-state (1,1) was predicted to be significantly less than experimental observations which ultimately caused the success rate of of input-state (1,1) overestimated (68% predicted compared to 27% experimental success). This prediction error was the main cause of overestimating overall XOR gate success (53% predicted compared to 13% experimental success). To investigate if XOR gate success was sensitive to perturbations of
parameters of these NOR gates, simulated XOR gates were partitioned between successful and unsuccessful and the resulting distributions of parameters were compared (Figure C.6A). Parameters distributions of $k_a$, $v_{max}$ and $n$ for NOR gates 4 and 5 were the only that appeared to significantly deviate from each other. These parameters also had the strongest Spearman rank correlation coefficient when computed relative to XOR gate success (Figure C.6B). This indicates the that behavior of NOR gates 4 and 5 are essential for successful XOR gates. As these 5 gRNA XOR gates likely experience some shift in system sensitivity through gRNA competition which may break otherwise successful designs, we next globally scaled the sensitivity parameter, $k_a$, to see its effect on generating successful XOR gates.

The characterized sensitivity of our RGR-inputs from one-layer devices was found to be nearly optimal for the construction of successful XOR gates, with significant increases or decreases in sensitivity resulting dominantly failed systems. For this analysis all $k_a$ values for 1,000 randomly generated XOR gates were scaled by ten factors and the fraction of functional XOR gates were calculated (Figure 6G). This showed that if the effective sensitivity of all components in this system were decreased (larger $k_a$) by a factor equal to our worst performing iRGR devices (>8x) or if it were possible to globally increase sensitivity (<0.5x) the majority of all XOR gates would fail. It is clear from this analysis systematic shifts in sensitivity, which can be caused by gRNA competition, will have significant effects on large network performance. Thus, we demonstrated that computational models can be used to predict CRISPRi transcriptional network dynamics, that these predictions become worse with increased gRNA competition, and that modeling can be used to inform large network design.
Figure 4.6: Predicting the performance of large CRISPRi networks from individually characterized gRNA expression components.

(A) Two-layer system performance is predicted by propagating the respective component transfer Hill functions, determined through experimental characterization, through one another. (B) Comparison of the simulated two-layer systems (black) to the experimentally characterized two-layer systems (red). The architectures are detailed in Figure 2B. gRNA W8 and W10 are expressed with RGR and GR as inputs in high (pGPD expressed, grey) and low (pGRR expressed, orange) dCas9 systems. Numbers inside are the difference in log-r² of the red fit and black fit of the red experimental data. (C) A NORk,j,q gate is defined by a pGRRk,j input-input stage and a RGRq output-stage. Scaling. (D) The experimentally designed architecture for XOR logic gate is composed of five interconnected NOR gates. The truth table indicates how high input (1) and low input (0) for each of the inputs should affect the output level. (E) The experimentally measured output for experimentally constructed XOR gates (n=15) alongside the output of simulated XOR gates (n=20,000), the box represents the interquartile range and whiskers are 1.5x the interquartile range less or more Q1 and Q3 respectively. Output values considered ON on and OFF in the upper and lower grey shaded region, respectively. (F) The fraction of successful XOR gates and individual input states for both experimental (n=15) and simulated (n=20,000) gates. Input-states from (E) were considered correct if their associated output fell within their target ON/OFF response. A XOR gate was considered to be overall correct if all input-states were correct. Error bars are the 95% confidence interval estimated from 1000 bootstrapping iterations. (G) The fraction of simulated XOR gates that were successful with global scaling of ka for each NOR gate. Each bar represents simulations where ka values were scaled by the indicated scaling factor (n=1,000). Error bars are the 95% confidence interval estimated from 1000 bootstrapping iterations.
4.5 Discussion

In this study, we sought to better understand the engineerability of the RGR architecture, to understand how CRISPRi system behavior is influenced by gRNA competition and to predict the behavior of large systems. To accomplish this, we developed a quantitative framework to characterize and model the input-output responses of 44 unique CRISPRi transcriptional networks in yeast. This involved normalizing inducer-inputs and fluorescent-outputs to a common transcriptional unit based on normalized fluorescence. This assumes that steady-state protein fluorescence levels are proportional to the rate of transcription. Though this oversimplifies the complex relationship between mRNA abundance and protein expression\(^{166,167}\), our ability to precisely predict system performance (Figure 4.6B) makes us believe that this assumption is valid. Normalized data was fit with with a four parameter Hill-equations\(^16\) that enabled the easy comparisons system responses. This simplified method was used over lower level kinetic models of system performance\(^{14,42}\) that can describe kinetic mechanisms, as these models have many degrees of freedom, require parameter estimation and were not needed for our quantitative comparisons. Our analysis based on the relative sensitivities between input-RGRs allowed us to quantify how much more or less input-expression is required for them to function, a method well suited for systems which have similar responsiveness. We believe that in the case of systems with different responsiveness, statistical comparisons were sufficient to delineate possible differences. Ultimately our developed framework and method of analysis allowed us to critically analyze and compare dynamic system responses.

Beyond the creation of CRISPRi transcriptional networks Pol II based methods of gRNA expression have widespread applications for tissue specific transcription\(^{156,168}\), programmed levels of transcription\(^{164}\) and inducible transcription\(^{169}\). Our initial investigations of the popular RGR expression platform found that 3’ Rbz processing is essential and 5’ Rbz processing results in improved performance. However, as each RGR contains 87% redundant sequence (185/211 bases, 123 bases from Rbzs) multiple uses of it risks host-mediated recombination when building large systems\(^{138}\). To enhance sequence diversity and to study the engineerability of the
architecture we substituted the canonical Rbzs for the computationally insulated versions (iRGR, RGiR). iRGR devices decouple the necessity sequence upstream of the 5’ Rbz’s catalytic core for each target sequence making it more suitable for gRNA library expressions. Of the eleven novel device, two of the RGiR performed as well as their RGR counterpart. The decrease in performance for both the iRGR and RGiR was found to correlate structure resulting from Rbz cleavage scars (Figure C.4) a trend that has been previously observed. Therefore it conceivable that ribozymes which minimize their cleavage scars or through design of the scars such that they do not favorably interact with gRNA handle could be used to create better performing iRGR or RGiR devices. These insights on RGR mediated gRNA expression will inform the creation of compact gRNA expression systems and multi-gRNA expression from a single transcript.

In understanding that 3’ Rbz cleavage is essential to RGR function we correctly reasoned that we could create a small molecule inducible variation that employs a 3’ ligand sensitive aptazyme (RGA). We successfully used two theophylline aptazymes (Theo(A)-CAAGUGAA and Theo(A)-AAAAAA) that were originally selected and characterized in the context of the 3’ UTR of coding mRNA. Though, Theo(A)-CAAGUGAA was characterized to have a smaller dynamic range than Theo(A)-AAAAAA in its native context, its cleavage was characterized to be more inhibited by theophylline. This ultimately resulted in a dynamic range that was ~2x as large as Theo(A)-AAAAAA in the context of the RGA. Both of these aptazymes were not fully inhibited in their native context, implying that aptazymes with lower rates of background cleavage could achieve upwards of 45 fold decreases in gRNA expression that were observed for no 3’ Rbz control. Elsewhere, ligand-dependent control of gRNA function has been achieved through mechanisms employing either aptamers, or aptazymes, that regulate gRNA activity through conditionally forming structure with the targeting sequence, thought to antagonize gRNA interactions with dCas9 or dCas9:gRNA interactions with DNA. Though these achieve 5-10 fold changes of gRNA mediated activity, these mechanisms require redesigning sections of the aptamer sequence for each target sequence, limiting their applicability for library based CRISPR studies. That being said, the RGA architecture is compatible with aptamers
which could be used to make composite small molecule sensing or enhanced response to a single molecule. Additional, it should be possible to construct RGAs with other aptazymes and should function in any organism where RGRs have been used successfully.

This work has shown that gRNA competition for dCas9 can cause CRISPRi transcriptional networks to behave differently than what would be expected based on components characterized in isolation. These system effects, where the presence of components reactively interact with each other in ways that were not explicitly programmed, are commonly referred to as retroactive effects. These retroactive effects agree with what was seen when multiple gRNA were used to affect gene expression in parallel and were expected due to the observations that gRNA rates of association with Cas9 deceased up to 30-fold due to non-specific RNA inhibition and measured affinity for gRNA has been shown to decrease three-fold in the presence of other gRNA. These effects caused the sensitivities of multi-gRNA systems to require, on the extremes, 1.5 and 0.29 fold the input expression to achieve the same level of system response and caused explanatory predictions of system performance to decrease by as much 60%. Importantly these effects were mostly mitigated in systems with increased levels of dCas9 expression. This study was able to quantify these effects, where others did not, because of the complete characterization components in isolation and in the context of larger networks. The effects of gRNA competition could be circumvented through the careful selection of gRNA that have similar affinity for Cas9, however this would require quantification of gRNA libraries for affinity or the development or predictive models. As others have suggested these effects may also be mitigated by including orthogonal gRNA and Cas9 variants. On the other hand, kinetic models which accommodate gRNA affinity for dCas9 could be used to predict, and potentially exploit, gRNA competition effects to build more robust networks. Regardless, the effects of gRNA competition for dCas9 can have substantial impacts on any multi-gRNA systems and more work should be done to understand it.

Though dCas9 limitations negatively affected our ability to predict system performance, systems with excess dCas9 were accurately modeled. We were even able to fairly approximate the aggregate performance of an experimental XOR gate, assuming that it was built from
random components that behaved similarly to the devices we characterized in a one-layer context. Predictions ultimately overestimated the success of the experimental XOR gates. Analysis of component parameters identified NOR gates 4 and 5 as having the most significant impact on XOR gate success. These components happened to be consistent for each of the fifteen experimental XOR gates that were considered. If these components were non-optimal, experimental systems would have been biased to fail, potentially explaining our predictions deviation. Investigation of global changes to sensitivity of the system, a possible consequence of gRNA competition, found that the majority of systems failed with increased or decreased sensitivity. Changing sensitivity caused the dynamic input-range to shift, which is governed by $ka$ and $n$ of the Hill-equations, to be incompatible with the dynamic output-range of the NOR gates causing a compression of the dynamic range of aggregate systems$^{16}$. This analysis showed that the native sensitivity of our RGR-inputs is nearly perfectly tuned to minimize input-output mismatch caused failures of systems. Taken together we have demonstrated that modeling of CRISPRi transcriptional systems can inform system designs in ways that will reduce rates of failure.

In sum, we have identified RGR design elements needed for efficient gRNA activity, created a new RGA architecture for aptazyme-regulated gRNA expression, and shown that gRNA-directed transcriptional network functions can be predicted. Taken together, our work has broad implications for engineering multi-gRNA transcriptional networks and addresses key barriers to engineering even larger CRISPR-Cas information processing systems.” By addressing key barriers to generating reliable gRNA expression and function and accurately predicting the activities of multi-gRNA systems, this work sets the stage for engineering even larger CRISPR-Cas transcriptional networks.
Chapter 5. Conclusions

This thesis has covered significant progress made in understanding gRNA expression and CRISPRi transcriptional networks. Chapter 2 provides an in depth look at computational RNA folding and design. Here, the computational package pyfold for python is presented. This allows users to easily designed structured RNA using specified and unspecified nucleotides, simulate the folding of those components using minimum free energy and kinetic co-transcriptional folding algorithms and then process the resulting data to make meaningful conclusions. This work was leveraged in all subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 introduces CRISPRi transcriptional networks in yeast and then uses them to construct Boolean logic genetic programs. This involved the creation a modular 2-input and 1-output NOR gate which uses gRNA as both its input and output. This NOR gate was used to create five additional Boolean classifiers and layered seven times to create the longest repression cascade to date. Computational analysis of simulated system performance identified that transcriptional leak, a consequence of incomplete repression, was the critical design feature. This work highlighted the versatility of CRISPRi transcriptional control platform in yeast and demonstrated that large systems could be built using minimally characterized components.

Chapter 4 used the previously introduced CRISPRi platform experimentally and analytically study the dynamics of the transcriptional networks in yeast. This work saw the creation of eleven novel gRNA expression architectures from Pol II promoters and the creation of a novel aptazyme regulated gRNA expression platform, the RGA. This ligand sensitive architecture enables complex biosensing functionality to be baked into CRISPRi transcriptional networks at the level of gRNA. It was reported that gRNA competition for a dCas9 can result in significant perturbations to network behavior and that excess dCas9 mitigates these effects. Finally, predictive computational models accurately predicted experiential system behavior and identified possible failure mechanisms.
Beyond what was presented in the main Chapters of thesis there are a collection of preliminary data which highlight potential future research topics (APPENDIX D). Data shows that it is possible to change the response dynamics of gRNA in the context of a system by including many copies of ‘decoy’ target sites. It is possible that this could be used debug or optimize transcriptional networks after they are constructed. The models generated for ligand inducible RGA (Chapter 4) can be used to select constitutive promoters to enable to RGA to act an inducible system input. This platform has applications for any inducible gRNA expression system. Finally, it may be possible to tune the repression dynamics of pGRR promoters (Chapter 3 and 4) by including additional target sites. A more diverse collection of response dynamics could expand the robustness of large CRISPRi networks.

In total, this work has created, studied, and refined a versatile architecture for the creation of gene regulatory networks in yeast. The insights gained from this have significant implications for all any system which is expressing multiple gRNA and any system which expresses gRNA from a Pol II promoter.
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APPENDIX A  Code for Chapter 2

All relevant code can be found at https://github.com/wmvoje
Figure B.1: Diagonal of orthogonality matrix repression variation

Bar chart representation of the diagonal of the orthogonality matrix from Figure 3.2. Sixteen of the twenty guide sequences, when matched with their cognate promoter, show GFP repression near or at the level of autofluorescence for diploid S. cerevisiae. Autofluorescence, 1718.63 AU, is indicated by the black dashed line. Four of the guide sequences exhibit significantly worse repression. The sixteen sequences that exhibit strong repression also exhibit variation in level of repression, indicating different levels of efficacy for each guide sequence. Error bars are standard deviation of fluorescence measurements from three biological replicates collected during one experimental run.
Protein fusions of dCas9 and a panel of repression domains that have been shown to function in yeast were compared for repression level. Repression domain fusions were expressed constitutively, along with a pGRR promoter driving GFP and a constitutively expressed cognate RGR. The control strain contains a pGRR promoter driving GFP alone. The repression domains tested are GAL80, KRAB, LUG, Mxi1, TPLRD1, TUP1 and XTC1. Mxi1 shows the greatest amount of repression. Error bars are standard deviation of fluorescence measurements from three biological replicates collected during one experimental run.
Figure B.3: pGRR promoter variability

a Addition of the pGPD upstream activating sequence (UAS), to the pCYC1 minimal promoter, increases the expression of GFP 3.23 fold. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three biological replicates collected during one experimental run. b A subset of 11 pGRR$_{ij}$ promoters driving GFP has a mean fluorescence of 29511.78 [AU], a standard deviation of 5357.249 [AU] and a range of 17751.67 [AU]. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three biological replicates collected during one experimental run.
a A sequence structure diagram that includes annotations of relevant sequence elements of the pGRR\textsubscript{ij} promoter is shown. The positions 1, 2 and 3 targeted in Figure 3.2b are marked on the diagram. b The sequence of a typical pGRR promoter is shown along with highlighted portions that correspond to annotations from Figure B.3a. Colors of the annotations match the diagram in Supplementary figure 3a. The red and green highlighted text corresponds to target sites i and j respectively are listed as 20 Ns to indicate the programmability of these sequence elements. The non-highlighted sequence upstream of the grey highlighted portion of sequence is the GPD UAS.

\textbf{Figure B.4: pGRR promoter sequence structure}
Figure B.5: Schematic of pol II gRNA expression systems

a The RGR architecture. All RGR constructs have guide sequences that were computationally predicted to confer proper folding of the minimal hammerhead ribozyme in all three promoter sequence contexts used in the work. Cleavage sites are indicated by red arrows.

b The insulated RGR (iRGR) architecture. The iRGR has unique 5' and 3' insulating sequences, designed for three promoter sequence contexts, flanking the ASBV ribozyme. In the presence of the insulating sequences, proper ASBV folding is predicted for the majority of guide sequences. Cleavage sites are indicated by red arrows.
Figure B.6: Comparison of pol II gRNA expression designs

Seven gRNAs were expressed via three different designs, the RGR, the iRGR and an altered RGR design lacking the 5’ ribozyme. Guide sequences r₂, r₃, and r₈ were drawn from the gRNAs used in the main body of this paper, while guide sequences v₁-v₄ were randomly generated guide sequences not contained within the original 20 component library. Fluorescence levels of repressed cognate pGRR promoters were measured via flow cytometry and error bars indicate standard deviation from 6 biological replicates, except for r₃ RGR, r₂ iRGR and r₈ iRGR which represent 5 biological replicates. Data was collected across two different experimental runs. For all three transcript types, across all seven guide sequences except for v₃, we observed comparable gRNA mediated repression of pGRR promoters. These data suggest that for many of guide sequences, the 5’ ribozyme is not a contributing factor in the behavior of the gRNAs in our system.
Figure B.7: Bar chart of fluorescence values of orthogonality matrix

Fluorescence values for all 400 strains in the orthogonality matrix. The strains are segmented by the 20 gRNA target sequences. Promoter target sequence index are in the same order for each subplot. Red arrows indicate a cognate pair of gRNA and pGRR promoter.
Figure B.8: ON OFF and Undefined fluorescence intervals

The ON and OFF histograms used to specify the fluorescence intervals for the circuits are shown with their middle 99% mass ranges. The histograms were generated by measuring fluorescence of a set of strains with pGRR promoters driving GFP with and without their cognate gRNAs. The OFF interval was defined by the 16 strains of the diagonal of the orthogonality matrix that were used in circuit construction (Figure 3.2 and Figure B.1). The ON interval was defined by the 16 unrepressed cognate promoters of the gRNAs used in the circuit construction. The histograms represent the sum of three biological replicates of the two strain sets. The intervals were defined by the middle 99% range of the histograms. The OFF set histogram has an upper middle 99% mass value of 3650 [AU]. The ON set histogram has a lower middle 99% mass value of 5039 [AU]. We specified the undefined interval range from 3650 [AU] to 5039 [AU]. OFF interval ranges from 0 [AU] to 3650 [AU]. The ON interval ranges from 5039 [AU] to ∞ [AU]. For a circuit to be considered in the ON or OFF state a majority of cell population must be in the correct interval.
Fluorescence values for 15 different XOR circuit architectures containing different NOR gates exhibit variation in their output states. This illustrates the impact the performance of the component NOR gates have on overall circuit performance. The red asterisk indicates the XOR architecture that appears in Figure 3.3e. Fluorescence values represent one measurement from cells in log phase.
Figure B.10: Additional repression cascades

A 5-layer repression cascade. The histograms represent population fraction from three different biological replicates measured during a single experiment. Generally, additional layers added to the cascade decrease ON state fluorescence values and OFF state fluorescence values increase.
Figure B.11: Six layer cascade comparison

The fluorescence levels of two different 6 gRNA cascades are compared to the 6 gRNA cascade from Figure 3.4, indicated by a *. The histograms represent population fraction from three different biological replicates measured during a single experiment. Differences in the composition of the cascades are highlighted in red. The pCONST promoter in the top most cascade is replaced with pGRR-r$_3$r$_{19}$. The middle cascade has the pCONST promoter replaced with pGRR-r$_9$. The new pCONST is expressing gRNA-r$_3$ instead of gRNA-r$_6$. In addition, the promoter expressing gRNA-r$_1$ has been replaced with pGRR-r$_3$r$_3$. Different combinations of promoters and gRNAs yield different levels of fluorescence in the ON state for these cascades. We hypothesize this is due to variations in the parameters associated with each gate, such as promoter strength and gRNA repression strength.
Alternative plots of the dCas9-Mxi1 vs. dCas9 response curves from Figure 3.2b are shown as a function of relative pGALZ4 inducible promoter output. A model fit of the pGALZ4 inducible promoter dose response function was used to scale the data. The maximum level of pGALZ4 induction is indicated on the plot. The model is extrapolated past the maximum induction level of pGALZ4 to observe the full behavior of the response curves. As the induction level of the inducible promoter goes to infinity the curves settle into an asymptote equivalent to the model predicted transcriptional leak parameter $L$. 

Figure B.12: Alternative dCas9-Mxi1 vs. dCas9 repression comparison dose response curves
Figure B.13: Model parameter sensitivity

a 150,000 parameter sets were resampled from a uniform distribution over the intervals shown and applied to our repression cascade model (see methods). b Partial rank correlation coefficient (PRCC) was used to determine the contribution of each parameter has on either dynamic range or the time-to-half max. PRCCs were calculated using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Parameters associated with odd and even layers are colored grey and orange respectively. At all layers in the time-to-half maximal plot, b is very correlated with the output. In the dynamic range plot, n and L is strongly positively correlated at all layers with the output.
The best method for quantifying the size of synthetic biological circuits is an open question. Here we took the largest synthetic circuits constructed in nine recent publications and compared them to the two largest circuits from this paper. We separated the inputs to the circuits from internal components. We also counted the number of connections between the internal components. By our definition, a “part” is a molecular species that carries information necessary for the internal function of the circuit (as opposed to a helper protein such as dCas9). A “connection” is a molecular interaction between parts that propagates information within the circuit.
Table B.1: Guide sequence table This table lists all the guide sequences used in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gRNA index</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r₁</td>
<td>GGACCGTGATTGAAATACCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₂</td>
<td>ACCAACGCAAAAAGATTAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₃</td>
<td>CATGCCCATAACCTTGAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₄</td>
<td>GAAATCAACAATCTACTGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₅</td>
<td>GAAGTCAGTTGACAGAGAGTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₆</td>
<td>GTGTCATTGCTCCATGTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₇</td>
<td>CTTTACGTATAGGTTTAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₈</td>
<td>CGATTTTCTATTTCAAACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₉</td>
<td>GCAACCCACAAATATCCAGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₀</td>
<td>GTGACATAAACATTCGACTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₁</td>
<td>GGGCAAAGAGACGTCTTGTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₂</td>
<td>GAAAGTCACCGCTCTTGTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₃</td>
<td>GAGTTGCAAAAAATAAACCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₄</td>
<td>GAAGCTTCAGAAATCTCGACG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₅</td>
<td>GGCTAGGGATCCATCTGACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₆</td>
<td>GCAACCATAGACTGCTCCAAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₇</td>
<td>ACCAAACTGAGTCAACCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₈</td>
<td>GGGTAGCAACACTCGTACTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₉</td>
<td>GAAAAGATACACTGTGTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₂₀</td>
<td>TCTACCCGAGACTCAACGAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v₁</td>
<td>GTACATACAGTGACGATCCTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v₂</td>
<td>TITGCACTACGGACAGAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v₃</td>
<td>TGTCAAAAAGTGCGGCTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v₄</td>
<td>CTTTCACAAATCTTGACCTG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2: pCONST promoter table

This table lists all constitutive promoter inputs for circuits built in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>pConst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthogonality Matrix</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 3 NOR</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR-r_5,pADH1::RGR-r_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR-r_1,pGRR::RGR-r_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR-r_2,pGRR::RGR-r_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR-r_2,pGRR-nullnull::RGR-r_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR-r_1,pGRR::RGR-r_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XNOR</td>
<td>pADH1::RGR-r_2,pGRR-nullnull::RGR-r_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 1 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_10::RGR-r_5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 2 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_1::RGR-r_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 3 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_2::RGR-r_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 4 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_1::RGR-r_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 5 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_6::RGR-r_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 6 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_5::RGR-r_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticCascade 7 Layer</td>
<td>pGRR-r_6::RGR-r_3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.3: Interval population fractions of logic circuits

This table displays the population fractions of the defined fluorescence intervals for all the static logic circuits appearing in the figure 3 and 4 and in Supplementary figures 10 and 11. A circuit’s state was deemed acceptable if it met the specifications of having a majority of the cell population in the expected fluorescence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOR</th>
<th>(-)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.9919</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.6309</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.6084</td>
<td>0.9951</td>
<td>0.9948</td>
<td>0.9944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR</th>
<th>(-)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.6020</td>
<td>0.8799</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
<td>0.9923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.6027</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AND</th>
<th>(-)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.6177</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.9116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.6034</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.6942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.9769</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
<td>0.9914</td>
<td>0.6242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAND</th>
<th>(-)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.9660</td>
<td>0.8846</td>
<td>0.9170</td>
<td>0.2085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.6252</td>
<td>0.0614</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
<td>0.2047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.6188</td>
<td>0.0546</td>
<td>0.0364</td>
<td>0.5886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XNOR</th>
<th>(-)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.9753</td>
<td>0.0468</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.8768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.6184</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
<td>0.6941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.6063</td>
<td>0.9936</td>
<td>0.9581</td>
<td>0.6290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XNOR</th>
<th>(-)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
<th>(+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.6127</td>
<td>0.0786</td>
<td>0.9600</td>
<td>0.1337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.6029</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>0.1762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.9844</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
<td>0.6990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7 Layer Cascade</th>
<th>Layer 0</th>
<th>Layer 1</th>
<th>Layer 2</th>
<th>Layer 3</th>
<th>Layer 4</th>
<th>Layer 5</th>
<th>Layer 6</th>
<th>Layer 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>0.0448</td>
<td>0.9352</td>
<td>0.1262</td>
<td>0.7941</td>
<td>0.1978</td>
<td>0.5818</td>
<td>0.1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.1617</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.2479</td>
<td>0.1421</td>
<td>0.2875</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.3210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.7534</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.6259</td>
<td>0.6539</td>
<td>0.5147</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.5110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5 Layer Alternate Cascade</th>
<th>Layer 0</th>
<th>Layer 1</th>
<th>Layer 2</th>
<th>Layer 3</th>
<th>Layer 4</th>
<th>Layer 5</th>
<th>Layer 6</th>
<th>Layer 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.9719</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.9089</td>
<td>0.0732</td>
<td>0.9601</td>
<td>0.1644</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0633</td>
<td>0.2074</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.2942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.9945</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>0.7194</td>
<td>0.6177</td>
<td>0.9215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternate 8 Layer Cascades</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Alternate 1</th>
<th>Alternate 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON population fraction</td>
<td>0.9688</td>
<td>0.9689</td>
<td>0.6214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined population fraction</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.2382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF population fraction</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.4: Parameter fit values

Table describing parameter estimates for model from differential evolution for the steady-state and kinetics experiments. Using an estimated nuclear volume of ~6 µm$^3$ for diploid yeast and the published dissociation constant of ~1.2 nM for Cas9 binding to its cognate site, bounds for parameters during optimization were selected based on estimates of transcription rates and protein degradation rates in yeast. Standard deviations of the steady-state parameters were determined from three independent experiments. Kinetic parameters were determined from a single experiment and do not have an estimate for experimental error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>units</th>
<th>fitting bounds</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{\text{m}}$</td>
<td>16.854</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 130.078)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from inducible promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>2.880</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>nM</td>
<td>(2.880, 2.880)</td>
<td>Michaelis-Menten constant for βi inducible promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i$</td>
<td>1.239</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
<td>(1.239, 1.239)</td>
<td>hill-coefficient for inducible promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i^{\text{m}}$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Max fluorescence of reporter normalized to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i^{\text{k}}$</td>
<td>31.114</td>
<td>2.436</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from pGRR promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_r^{\text{k}}$</td>
<td>20.876</td>
<td>2.469</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from pGRR promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i^{\text{n}}$</td>
<td>21.185</td>
<td>4.107</td>
<td>molecule/NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from pGRR promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_0$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_i$</td>
<td>6.129</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>12.229</td>
<td>4.065</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>11.782</td>
<td>3.442</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i^{\text{k}}$</td>
<td>1.882</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
<td>(2.384, 2.385)</td>
<td>hill-coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>12.923</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 130.078)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from inducible promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_0^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Max fluorescence of reporter normalized to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_1^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>23.631</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from pGRR promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_2^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>19.367</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from pGRR promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_3^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>19.054</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>Maximum transcription from pGRR promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_0^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>6.771</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>12.988</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>14.411</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>Molecule NucVol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.434, 43.359)</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1 to its cognate promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>min$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.003, 0.011)</td>
<td>degradation/dilution of GFP reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>min$^{-1}$</td>
<td>(0.003, 0.011)</td>
<td>degradation/dilution of grNA-dCas9-Mxi1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i^{\text{kinetics}}$</td>
<td>2.231</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
<td>(0.500, 3.000)</td>
<td>hill-coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported transcription rate</td>
<td>0.03 – 0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>min$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>transcription rate of most S. cerevisiae promoters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported protein degradation rate</td>
<td>0.0001 – 0.998</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>min$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>degradation rate of most S. cerevisiae proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kd of Cas9</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>nM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>dissociation constant of grNA-dCas9 to target measured in vitro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C  Supplement for Chapter 4

Figure C.1: Putative catalytically active secondary structures of Rbzs

Red arrow indicates where cis-mediated cleavage occurs.
Figure C.2: Graphical description of gRNA expression architectures.

Though not indicated graphically the mHH ribozyme of the RGR, RGiR, and the RGA is partially composed of the target sequence.
Table C.1: gRNA expression architecture sequences.

This corresponds to the graphical description of devices displayed in Figure S2. The 3’ half of the ribozyme post cleavage is highlighted in yellow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence 5’ -&gt; 3’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - sTRSV-1</td>
<td>GGGCCGTCAACCGGTAACCGGTCTCTAGCTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - sTRSV-2</td>
<td>GGGCCGTCAACCGGATGTGCTCCAGGTACTCCAGCTGAGGTAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - vLTSV-1</td>
<td>GGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - vLTSV-1-</td>
<td>GGCGCGGTCTGAGGTATACCGCTTCAGCTGAGGTAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sman</td>
<td>GGCGCGGTCTGAGGTATACCGCTTCAGCTGAGGTAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - ASBV-1</td>
<td>GGAGCGCACCATATCCGAGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - mHH</td>
<td>[NNNNNN]CTGAGGTCTGGAGGACGAAACGAGTAAGCTCAAC[NNNNNN]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme + Target</td>
<td>GGGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - mHH W5</td>
<td>GGGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme + Target</td>
<td>GGGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - mHH W8</td>
<td>GGGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme + Target</td>
<td>GGGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - mHH W10</td>
<td>GGGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGAAACCGGACGAAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribozyme - HDV</td>
<td>GGCGGCATCTGGCCAGGCGCGTGGGGACGGAACAGTTCACTCGTGGGACGGAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptazyme - Theo(A)</td>
<td>AAAACAAACAGCTGTCAACCGGAATACCGGACGCTCTTGTGGAGGACGGAACAGTTCACTCGTGGGGACGGAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptazyme - Theo(A)CAAGUGA</td>
<td>AAAACAAACAGCTGTCAACCGGAATACCGGACGCTCTTGTGGAGGACGGAACAGTTCACTCGTGGGGACGGAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide handle</td>
<td>TGTGTTGCTATTCGCTGCTTGGAGGACGGAACAGTTCACTCGTGGGGACGGAACAGTTCACTCGTGGGGACGGAACAGGCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Sequence - W8</td>
<td>ACCACGGCAAAAAGAUUUAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Sequence - W5</td>
<td>GGAAGCTGATGTGAATCTCTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Sequence - W10</td>
<td>CATTGCCATACCTTGAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Name</td>
<td>Insulating sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRGR Sman</td>
<td>CTCTTGACC GGGTTCTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRGR sTRSV-1</td>
<td>ATGATAGAGG CTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRGR sTRSV-2</td>
<td>ACTT AGTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRGR vLSTV-1</td>
<td>ACCCTGGGG TCCCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRGR ASBV-1</td>
<td>GCTTAGT ATCTCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGir Sman 119</td>
<td>CTACCC CCACAAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGir vLSTV-1-Sman 119</td>
<td>CTACCC CCACAAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGir sTRSV-1 1167</td>
<td>AGCCTGAG TACGAGCAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGir sTRSV-2 1080</td>
<td>GCGC GTTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGir vLSTV-1 1554</td>
<td>GTT AACAACAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGir Sman 45</td>
<td>CTTTGC TCAAATCGT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.3: iRGR, RGiR and RGA titration response data for one- and two-layer systems

Biological triplicate titration response data with Hill-equation fit are shown. RGA titration curves were collected with no theophylline induction.
Figure C.4: Comparisons of RGR, iRGR, RGiR and RGA performance

Post-cleavage gRNA structure considered the remaining ribozyme sequence post cleavage and the remaining half of the designed insulating sequence and the gRNAW8 sequence - this was folded using ViennaRNA RNAfold at 30°C. Indicated SR values are the measured Spearman correlation.
Table C.3: Model parameters and quality of fit for the modeled response of RGA devices.

For each RGA device Hill equations parameters are presented for each level of theophylline induction, note that only the \( k_a \) value is changing. The root mean squared error (RMSD), logarithmic root mean squared error (log RMSD), and the coefficient of determination \( (r^2) \) are included to describe the quality of the model fit of the resulting data. Finally p value of the one way ANOVA calculation is presented for each cluster of three points at the indicated level of theophylline induction (Figure 4E and 4I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RGA</th>
<th>Theophylline [mM]</th>
<th>( k_a ) [TU(^{-1})]</th>
<th>( v_{\text{min}} ) [TU]</th>
<th>( v_{\text{max}} ) [TU]</th>
<th>( n ) [-]</th>
<th>RMSD</th>
<th>log RMSD</th>
<th>( r^2 )</th>
<th>ANOVA p-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theo(A)CAAGUGAA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theo(A)AAAAAA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.5: Effects of limited dCas9 on system performance.

gRNA W8 and W10 inputs are expressed from RGR (Red) or GR (Blue) devices. The darker shade of data are in high dCas9 expression, pGPD:dCas9-Mxi1, the lighter shade are data with low dCas9 expression, pGRR:dCas9-Mxi1. Data are shown for 1, 2, and 3 layer devices. Biological triplicate titration response data with hill equation fit are shown.
Table C.4: Hill equation parameter ranges for XOR gate simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{min}}$ [TU]</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{max}}$ [TU]</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>1.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_a$ [TU$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$ [-]</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>1.800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.6: Parameter sampling analysis of XOR gate simulations.

(A) Distribution of parameter values which resulted in successful (red) and unsuccessful (blue) simulated XOR gates for each NOR gate. NOR gate numbers reference Figure 6D. Data are presented as a violin plot with long and short dashed lines represent the median and upper and lower quartile of the distributions. Parameters of NOR gates which significantly affect XOR gate performance should display significant differences part performance in show significant differences in distributions. nred = 10,670, nblue = 9330 (B) Spearman rank coefficients for the parameters of each NOR gate (n=20,000). Spearman rank was calculated for each NOR gate parameter relative to the successful/unsuccessful outcome of the XOR gate. All presented values had pval < 0.001.
APPENDIX D Future directions and preliminary data

During my graduate career I did more research than could make it into publications. These research thrusts were primarily concerned with the CRISPRi transcriptional network. Most of these ideas are my own and those which were influenced by others are appropriately attributed.

D.1 Plasmid based shunt sites change CRISPRi dynamics (att. Justin Vrana)

Preliminary experiments were done which introduced a 2micron plasmid containing ‘decoy’ target sites which dilute the input-RGR (Chapter 4) response. The inclusion of “decoy” targets which serve no functional purpose other than to occupy transcription factors has been shown to decrease background expression (decrease vmin)\(^5\), decrease sensitivity to input the (increase ka), and in some cases sharpen response function (increase n)\(^4\). To test the applicability of this in our system we designed a “shunt plasmid” which contains decoy target sites to titrate input gRNA. The shunt is realized with a 2μ plasmid containing seven decoy target sites spaced between 45 nucleotides of random sequence (Figure 3.2A). 10 to 30 copies of 2μ plasmid are maintained in yeast resulting in 70 to 210 copies of our decoy sites\(^1\). This number of decoy sites compared to the singly integrated target site cause a significant shift in the input gRNA responsiveness in both one and two-layer cascades. Low levels of RGRW8 and GRW8 induction, in one and two-layer cascades, show deceased levels of functional input in the presence of the shunt – demonstrating that the shunt plasmid effectively decreases background expression. Similarly there is a clear increase in the amount of input required to achieve the same level of output (increased ka) confirming that the shunt site titrates functional gRNA from their target (Figure 3.2B). Because this shunt is a 2μ plasmid this modification is very “portable” meaning shunts can easily be designed and integrated into completed systems to tune specific component response.
Figure D.1: Shunt plasmid impact on system response to RGR-input

(A) Cartoon of shunt plasmid decoy sites titrating dCas9 activity. (B) One and two layer dose responses of gRNA\textsubscript{W8} cascades from Figure 2B with or without shunt plasmids present.

D.2 Incorporating gRNA competition into computational models

Computational prediction of CRISPRi networks will be expanded to account for experimentally observed system-level impacts and will be used for the forward design of gRNA repression networks. A computational model able to accurately consider system level retroactivity paired with well characterized components would dramatically improve our ability
to build functioning circuits de novo\textsuperscript{16}. The current computational framework (Chapter 4) enables easy specification of a network topology that once defined allows for specification of parameters for individual gates (instantiated as transfer functions). This network of interconnected transfer functions can easily be solved by passing the output values of upstream nodes to downstream nodes. However, this model does not consider any retroactive effects that arise in larger systems. This model can be expanded in the following ways: parameters such as the point of half-maximal induction (ka) or the hill-coefficient (n) could be made into a function that considers the total concentration of dCas9. Partitioning of dCas9 could be simulated by scaling the available dCas9 by the expression of all other gRNA species in the system weighted by an estimated relative affinity parameter. More fine grained models which consider individual biochemical species are able to accurately predict these interactions\textsuperscript{49,56}. So another option would be to expand and modularize the model of the previous work\textsuperscript{42} to easily describe arbitrary genetic networks. This model considered the system on more of a bio-molecular level, but the parameters describing the system did not consider dCas9 availability and reduced gRNA activity to a single parameter. This model could be expanded to intermediate gRNA that binds to the available dCas9 with a specific affinity. Successful implementation of these concepts will dramatically decrease the false-positive prediction rate of the modeled systems. Even without marked improvement the current form of the model still would help to decrease the construction of failed constructs.

\section*{D.3 Tuning constitutive promoters for RGA expression}

RGA expression will be used to implement switch behavior for an RGA input, additional aptazymes will be integrated to create additional aptazyme devices, and an RGA will be made into an inducible gRNA expression platform through constitutive promoter tuning. In a genetic circuit the RGA functions as a “normally-closed switch,” which only allow gRNA signal to pass if there is no input theophylline. This switch behavior will be tested in the context of a genetic circuit. We will build and characterize additional RGA devices. In collaboration with David Sparkman-Yager in my lab I will help characterize these newly developed riboswitch aptazymes in an RGA context. These computationally designed aptazymes are specified to have low
background cleavage in their uninduced state, an issue which plagues the dynamic range of most aptazyme devices. Low uninduced cleavage is especially useful for RGA applications as this would result in effectively no functional gRNA activity. I will also consider additional characterized theophylline aptazymes. Finally I will create theophylline inducible CRISPR transcription factor. Optimal levels of constitutive expression, which result in the maximal dynamic range of effective gRNA expression, will be identified using the RGA characteristic equation (Figure D.2). Promoters with desired strength will be selected from a characterized part library and will be characterized in yeast.

![Figure D.2: RGA expression from constitutive promoters](image)

On the left is the characteristic equation of an RGA and on the right is the predicted theophylline response when driven from a constitutive promoter. The black and gray vertical lines (left) indicated the constitutive promoter strength that would result in the black and gray response curves (right).

### D.4 Promoter design to tune gRNA promoter response

pGRRs containing more inputs will be created to investigate how they effect response of components. Preliminary data shows that a pGRRw8,w8 promoter exhibits a much sharper
response to the same RGRw8 input (Figure D.3). Presently, it is unclear whether this increase in response is due the location of second target site or because of the target sites cooperative behavior. The remaining single input pGRR will be tested to confirm this. To test that this behavior is not only a function of the W8 target sequence we will validate this with additional target sequences. Finally we will explore how more than two target sites effect response dynamics.

Figure D.3: Tuning CRISPRi dynamics through promoter engineering

RGR_{W8} dose response in a one layer cascade targeting either a pGRR_{W8} or pGRR_{W8,W8} reporter.